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Introduction

The charm of the unknown is actually the greatest boost for Science to grow.

The Research in Chemical field must be focused on overcoming limits and fron-

tiers of what is already known day by day in order to get closer and closer to the

truth that molecules want to tell us.

Nowadays a huge number of research areas in Chemistry are open, thanks also

the important progresses in the technological field. Spanning from the medical,

farmaceutical, biological, biotechnological, industrial, energetic fileds to the basis

research, Chemistry is everywhere and it is assuming an always more complex and

fascinating aspect.

My research during these three years, was forged by a spirit of curiosity toward

molecules and their (and our) world. The capability to explore some challenging

fields of Chemistry drived my daily work and strengthened the desire to say somen-

thing different, something new and, possibly, something mine.

The approach of my chemical research was based on a theoretical-computational

approach, aimed to disentangle the chemical events under study at the most pos-

sible accurate and atomistic level. This approach could be considered relatively
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new if compared with the classical experimental one based on an activity almost

centered in the laboratories, indeed the first has reached an important push thanks

the technological progresses especially in terms of always more performing com-

puters. The arrival of computers of course allowed to easily perfom calculations

and translate into algorithms the theories and models proposed by the Scientists

reducing in a substantial way the huge gap between theory and experiments and

so allowing to directly observe and verify the goodness of the hypothesized mod-

els. This innovation is of course a fundamental support to the experimental results.

The theoretical-computational approach in Chemistry is the essential ring conju-

gating the physical models that try to rationalize in a physical-mathematical way

the Chemistry of atoms and molecules with the complex world of practical experi-

ments. Another great advantage of this approach is that it is possible to simulate

experiments that are difficult to realize practically, and so also to make previsions

on possible chemical scenario. The computer simulations, indeed, have been able to

elucidate a multiplicity of experimental spectra and to reveal detailed dynamics at

molecular level [1].

It must be underlined that an important part of the chemical research is based

on spectroscopy. Spectroscopic techniques represent another important piece in the

composition of the puzzle of a chemical event. The fingerprint of a molecule is ob-

tained through its spectra and it is an essential information in disentangling a chem-

ical problem. Many spectroscopic techniques exist and they provide of course infor-
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mation that are different and often complementary. Nowadays thanks to the huge

developments in technological field, more advanced and sophisticated spectroscopies

are born and these ones allow to investigate the complex world of non-equilibrium

processes such as the photo-induced ones. During the last decades ultrafast lasers

have been of fundamental importance in the development of modern spectroscopic

techniques, these allow time-resolved experiments in which transient species can be

observed. A their important property is that with modest energy they can have huge

powers. Today femtosecond pulses have changed the concept of what fast means

in Chemistry, allowing the spectroscopic investigation to reach the attosecond time-

scale: in other words we are entering in the molecular time-scale. Femtosecond

pulses are suitable for a huge number of applications, also the ones that we can

believe are not time-resolved, such as multi-phonon absorption (for imaging of bio-

logical materials), fragmentation (of DNA into fragments), production of pulses of

electrons or even neutrons [2]. Fig. 1 is a simple and clear view of the progresses in

Chemistry during the time in terms of an always more short time scale that today

can be investigated [3].

In femtochemistry, studies of physical, chemical, or biological changes are at the

fundamental time scale of molecular vibrations: the actual nuclear motions [3]. Un-

derstanding the mechanism of a complex chemical reaction, for example, requires

determining the locations of all the relevant nuclei as a function of time, and with

such knowledge we can understand how and why a chemical reaction takes place.
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Fig. 1: Improvements during the time of the time-scale accessible in Chemistry and Biology. [3]

In this contest, among the most advanced spectroscopies, optical spectroscopy is a

powerful technique to study a chemical reaction dynamics, commonly by monitoring

electronic transitions in pump-probe experiments. However, in this way the struc-

tural information and interpretation can be made difficult by overlapping absorption

and emission bands and ambiguous assignments [4]. Vibrational spectroscopy is a

powerful tool to investigate structural dynamics and today, through advanced and

time-resolved techniques, it is possible to follow a chemical reaction in the real time
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and obtain information about nuclear dynamics in a wide range of frequencies span-

ning from the low ones (characteristic of collective and backbone motions), to the

high frequencies involving atomic motions on a time scale of 10 fs (such as intra-

molecular stretchings). Among the most performing vibrational spectroscopies, the

Femtosecond Stimulated Raman Spectroscopy (FSRS) [5–10] is the excellent and

maybe the most powerful technique to obtain a complete vibrational spectrum on

the timescale that is most valuable for understanding reaction dynamics.

So often the knowledge just based on spectroscopic results is not enough, and for

this reason a theoretical-computational approach is necessary to obtain the atomistic

detail of the process of interest. This Ph.D. Project was focused on this important

aspect with the main aim to build a general and innovative theoretical-computational

protocol to study chemical processes. In this contest, the field of the non-equilibrium

Chemistry is still a frontier argument for both experimentalists and theoreticians.

The exploration of solvent dynamics and reorganization around a solute in either

the electronic ground or excited state, the photo-induced reactivity in a molecule,

proton and/or electron transfer reactions, or the charge separation taking place

after the excitation [11], are the main arguments that drive the scientific research

to break the existing horizons. The time scale of such processes is often fast (from

fs to ps) and on a spectroscopic point of view, although the high performances,

it is still challenging to reach a femtosecond time resolution. The building of a

robust theoretical-computational protocol is also very complex. The treatment of
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excited states needs accurate theory-level and often several approximations have to

be done especially because of the huge computational cost of the calculations. For

this reason the theory level is often a compromise between a satisfactory accuracy

and a reasonable computational cost, especially when dealing with molecules of

medium or large sizes (from a few to hundred or thousand atoms).

Especially in the field of non-equilibrium Chemistry, the knowledge of charac-

teristic properties of a molecule in terms of their temporal evolution is of crucial

importance and the perfect strategy to obtain such information is represented by an

approach based on the Ab-Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD) simulations [12–18].

In this way the temporal information related to all the desired molecular proper-

ties can be achieved, such as, for example, the structural dynamics. The great

potentiality of such approach is represented by the fact that the ad-hoc treatment

of these quantities allows to obtain properties that can be connected with spectro-

scopic parameters, and so a direct comparison with these ones can be achieved. All

the results presented in this work are obtained in this way, however this approach

is not enough to have a complete picture of a chemical process. A robust analysis

method must support the AIMD results: here it is proposed for the first time the

Wavelet Analysis [19–22] as an innovative protocol of analysis in the chemical field

and more in general in the field of non-equilibrium processes. The last frontiers of the

Science, in terms of time-resolved spectroscopy, from the picosecond transient Ra-

man Spectroscopy, time-resolved fluorescence [23], femtosecond stimulated Raman
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Spectroscopy [7], to the femtosecond UV spectroscopy [2], give us the possibility

to explore time scales on the limits of the measurable and we want to extend the

overcome of such limits to the theoretical-computational approach.

So for the first time a novel vibrational analysis can be performed by a non-

conventional protocol based on the analysis of ab-initio dynamics trajectories at

both ground and excited states. At equilibrium conditions, the linear response ap-

proach [24] is invoked to use the time-dependent information for calculating the

infrared spectrum [25]. In this case the method originally proposed by Strachan [26]

can be used to perform normal-modes-like analysis from the ab-initio molecular dy-

namics. The dynamical method can go beyond the standard analysis that is based

on the solution of the ro-vibrational Hamiltonian Hro-vib [27, 28]. Standard anal-

ysis includes all the the so-called Hessian-based methods that have the limitations

of giving a statical picture of the system and being computationally prohibitive for

large systems such as molecules in condensed phase or biomolecules [29]. The com-

plex dynamics of many body systems at thermal equilibrium can be characterized by

time correlation functions [30] and Fourier analysis in the frequency domain. From a

theoretical viewpoint, such representation provides a great simplification by replac-

ing a detailed dynamical knowledge of all the particle positions and velocities with

an approximate statistical description based on modeling dynamical quantities as

stochastic variables [31]. In this view, time evolution of the system is characterized

by a set of appropriate correlation functions. Important physical quantities such as
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spectral densities and transport coefficients can be derived by Fourier transforma-

tions (FT) of these correlation functions [30].

However, performance of the standard Fourier analysis involves the loss of the

instantaneous temporal information provided from ab-initio molecular dynamics,

retaining only an average information over the time, and causing a loss of the in-

stantaneous time-frequency correlation. In this contest the Wavelet Analysis is the

solution. Apart the processes at equilibrium conditions, such as solvation dynamics

of complex systems, this analysis is fundamental for far-from-equilibrium investiga-

tions. The Wavelet Analysis is already employed in many fields: from economy to

mathematics, from music to image processing [21]. This relatively novel method

is indeed largely used with excellent results to perform frequency analysis of time-

dependent signals in meteorology [22], engineering [32], medicine [33], music [34],

image processing [35], economy [36], while applications in chemical field are still not

widespread.

In our work we present this alternative analysis applied to two case studies

in non-equilibrium conditions. The basic concept of Wavelet Transform (WT) is

not so different from the FT: the principal difference is that different functions are

employed to transform the signal, moreover the WT allows to catch the different

frequency content of the signal in a more accurate way by an ad-hoc modulation of

the analysing function performed during the analysis. This fact allows to perform

a so-called multiresolution analysis that cannot be achieved by the FT or other
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techniques such as the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), although it is based

like the WT on localized basis functions. The other peculiarity of this analysis is

the fact that the evolution during the time of the frequencies is retained, so the

instantaneous frequency position is catched and no average is performed. This fact

is of fundamental importance especially when dealing with non-equilibrium signals

for which the concept of average frequency content makes no sense. In Fig. 2 we

show a scheme describing the multiresolution feature of the WT.

Fig. 2: The characteristic time-frequency plane of the Wavelet Transform. Every box corre-
sponds to a value of the wavelet transform. Every box has a certain non-zero area, which im-
plies that the value of a particular point in the time-frequency plane cannot be known. All the
points in the time-frequency plane that falls into a box is represented by one value of the WT.
(This image is taken from the Wavelet Tutorial by Robert Polikar http://users.rowan.edu/ po-
likar/WAVELETS/WTpart3.html)

The different size boxes presented in the Figure are a graphical picture of the
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fact that the WT adapts to the different frequencies and for each kind of frequency

the resolution is not the same, these boxes represent an equal portion of the time-

frequency plane (they have a constant area). The low frequencies present a better

frequency resolution and a poorer time resolution, since there is less ambiguity re-

garding the value of the exact frequency, but they show a worse temporal evolution

because there is more ambiguity regarding the value of the exact time. At higher

frequencies the time resolution becomes better while the frequency resolution be-

comes poorer. The feature described for this time-frequency plane is peculiar of the

WT, on the contrary the STFT (although has some elements in common with the

WT), presents a plane equally divided in boxes of the same size: in other words

once decided the basis functions, the resolution is fixed and cannot be modulated

anymore, on the contrary of the WT.

The field of non-equilibrium processes is accessible by the time-resolved spec-

troscopy. An interesting phenomenon to study is the polar solvent relaxation after an

instantaneous alteration of a solute charge distribution, initially in equilibrium. The

system relaxation to a different state of equilibrium, appropriated to the new solute

charge distribution, can be followed by time-resolved spectroscopy [37]. Molecular

probes are widely used to study polar solvation dynamics, usually they are solva-

tochromic dyes whose color strongly depends strongly on the surrounding because

the ground and excited state differently interact with the solvent. Among these

dyes the N-methyl-6-oxyquinolinium-betain (MQ) represents a suitable probe for
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femtosecond solvation experiments. The time resolved fluorescence of MQ provides

the dynamics of the Stokes shift and a linear image of the solvation relaxation [38].

Dealing with a non stationary signal, the mean description provided by the

Fourier analysis is not representative of the temporal evolution. The idea of per-

forming the Fourier analysis is misleading, and only a description in terms of the

frequency function of the time can be realistic. We studied the Stokes shift dynamics

of N-methyl-6-oxyquinolinium-betain by means of Wavelet Analysis, employing for

the first time this analysis in the non-equilibrium Chemistry. This experiment had

excellent results [39]. Our result was absolutely innovative because we extracted

from a time-resolved optical signal the main motions ruling the signal dynamics: in

other words we disentangled the signal relaxation in terms of the molecular motions

ruling it through the Wavelet Analysis that allowed us to unvail the frequencies

hidden behind the time-resolved fluorescence signal. We discovered that the solvent

collective motions ruled the signal relaxation dynamics. In Fig. 3 the Wavelet trans-

form performed on the simulated Time Dependent Stokes shift (TDSS) (S(t)) signal

is shown.

The 3D Wavelet spectrum clearly shows the time axis, allowing the visualization

of the frequencies temporal evolution. The major part of the vibrational bands is

found under 1000 cm−1, and these are assigned to water collective motions. On the

basis of such promising result our main goal was to generalize the Wavelet Anal-

ysis, employing this one to study a very challenging problem of chemical interest:
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Fig. 3: Wavelet power spectra of the simulated S(t) for MQ in aqueous solution. Time and
frequency are reported in fs and cm−1, respectively. Wavelet power spectrum values |W (ν, t)|2 are
expressed in arbitrary units. [39]

the photo-induced Excited State Proton Transfer (ESPT) of the Green Fluorescent

Protein (GFP).

GFP is deeply studied since many years first of all for its huge number of applica-

tions such as, for example, as a reporter gene, fluorescent marker in cell biology [40],

fungal biology, bacterial protein localization, real-time molecular and cellular analy-

sis [41], but also for the complex nature of its photophysics and photochemistry that

makes this protein, for the first time isolated from the jellyfish Aequorea Victoria

(wtGFP), a very interesting chemical system on both an experimental and theo-

retical point of view. The always growing number of GFP applications has driven

toward an increasing interest for the whole class of fluorescent proteins that are

nowadays deeply investigated [42–44].
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The complex photophysics of the caged GFP chromophore, p-hydroxybenzylideneimidazolinone

(HBDI), is firstly related to its different forms. In the ground state both its neutral

(so-called A form, or reactant form) and anionic (B form) are present although the

neutral population is six time higher that the anionic one under physiological con-

ditions [45], so the absorption spectrum is almost composed by a band around 395

nm due to the A form, and a minor one around 480 nm due to the B form. The

optical behavior of GFP chromophore and the assignment of the absorption and

emission bands are deeply confirmed by both experimental and theoretical investi-

gations. The wtGFP experimental absorption and emission bands are shown in Fig.

4.

Fig. 4: The absorption and emission spectra of GFP in H2O and D2O. [46]

After the excitation an excited state proton transfer reaction takes place, lead-
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ing to the formation of an anionic form denoted as I∗ responsible of the emission

around 508 nm [45]. The reaction consists of three proton transfers involving the

chromophore and residues engaging an hydrogen bond network with it: a crystal-

lographic water molecule, Ser205 and Glu222 as final acceptor, as firstly suggested

by Brejc and co-workers [47]. A schematic picture of the GFP active site and of the

ESPT reaction is shown in Fig. 5 [48].

Fig. 5: The hydrogen-bonding network linking the two ends of the chromophore in the protein
pocket before (neutral, A) and after (deprotonated, I) proton transfer. The tildes indicate the
omission of the protein residues not directly involved in the ESPT chain. [48]

Crystallographic and site-directed mutagenesis experiments confirmed the con-
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nection among these residues, and the role of the Glu222 as final acceptor that was

also proved by Stoner-Ma and co-workers through site specific mutagenesis (E222D)

and ultrafast time-resolved infrared spectroscopy [49].

Boxer and co-workers [45] estabilished a biphasic kinetics for the ESPT reaction

with time scales of 3 and 10 ps that has been confirmed by pump-probe infrared

measurements [49–51] for GFP in H2O buffer.

The molecular reasons underlying the ESPT biphasic kinetics are still unclear.

In this contest a crucial question is related to the number of intermediate species,

that is still under debate. Indeed some experiments suggest only one intermediate

specie (I∗) formed from A∗ [46,52] while more than one intermediate is proposed by

Di Donato and co-workers [53].

Beyond different interpretations, structural arrangements of the chromophore

and the nearest residues seem to be important to understand the proton transfer

reaction and its kinetics suggesting a complex nature of the ESPT involving the

whole hydrogen bond network, and that it should be not only driven by the chro-

mophore photo-acidity. In this contest, the importance for the chromophore to reach

the right conformation for the proton transfer is underlined by Prof. Mathies and

co-workers [48] through their femtosecond stimulated Raman spectra. Prof. Mathies

and co-workers [48] through their femtosecond stimulated Raman spectra, suggest

that structural rearrangements happen before the PT and in particular a low fre-

quency mode, the wagging of the phenolic ring at 120 cm−1, drives the PT kinetics
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because it allows to the chromophore to reach the right conformation for the proton

transfer.

Concerning this biphasic behavior, a parallel kinetics scheme is proposed by Van

Thor and co-workers [52], in which only one intermediate (I∗) is hypothesized to be

formed from A∗. Di Donato and co-workers [53] instead suggest a sequential scheme

in which the intermediate I∗0 is directly formed from A∗ and dominates the faster

part of the dynamics (3 ps), then it evolves to I∗ on the slower time scale (10 ps).

The hypothesis of only one intermediate specie directly formed from A∗ is supported

by Meech and co-workers [46] that, on the basis of their experiments, suggest that

no other forms are present apart A∗ and I∗. Recent experimental works underline

the importance of low-frequency motions role in the ESPT reaction [54].

Theoretical-computational investigations of the different chromophore forms,

driving forces and ESPT mechanism are grown during these years. Helms and

co-workers, on the basis of their classical molecular mechanics simulations, proposed

a sequential mechanism for the reaction in which the first step is the proton trans-

fer from the chromophore to the water molecule [55]. Further studies on the PT

mechanism in the ground and in the excitd states were performed by Zhang and

co-workers [56] and by Vendrell and co-workers [57], respectively, on quite simple

models of GFP. These studies suggested a substantially concerted mechanism for

the reaction. A recent work of Krylov and co-workers [58] was performed on the

whole protein employing a combined QM/MM approach. They deeply investigated
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the main chromophore species and examined the stabilizing factors for the anionic

ones. Lluch and coworkers also worked on the GFP ESPT [59].

The disentanglement of the complex photo-reactivity of GFP in terms of driving

forces, reaction mechanism and kinetics is a huge challenge on a theoretical point of

view. High accuracy of the theory level is required to simulate the GFP reactivity

while on the other side the whole protein matrix has to be taken into account

in order to accurately reproduce the chromophore environment. We decided to

employ an high-level computational strategy based on ab-initio molecular dynamics

simulations on the whole protein in both the ground and the excited state for the

first time to unveil the ESPT mechanism and to investigate with a molecular detail

the main events happening before the proton transfer event (we found that these

were significantly more important than the ESPT alone). We catched the crucial

rearrangements involving both the chromophore and the protein environment that

represent necessary conditions to allow the reaction event beside the increased acidity

of the chromophore after the excitation. Our calculations were performed on the

whole protein matrix in order to retain the environment structural influence on the

reaction. Because of the system complexity, and so the huge computational cost,

we perfomed a study almost focused on both the important events preceeding the

reaction and on its mechanism, this last also discussed in detail. We found important

differences in structural rearrangements related to the chromophore and to residues

directly and indirectly involved in the reaction in the ground and in the excited
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state simulations. The crucial role of residues not directly involved in the reaction,

such as His148, is also highlighted for the first time. Our results suggest an almost

structural-controlled ESPT reaction more than a chromophore photoacidity driven

process.

In order to analyse the huge number of data collected from the molecular dy-

namics simulations we needed a robust protocol of time-resolved vibrational analysis:

the Wavelet transform, to deeply investigate the main interesting physical quantities

obtained from the trajectories. This promising analysis allowed us to follow during

the time the non-equilibrium vibrational spectra of ad-hoc quantities chosen to in-

vestigate the ESPT main promoting molecular events: the fundamental role of the

protein matrix and the importance of a structural optimization of the active site,

taking place after the excitation, are the key instruments to understand the GFP

photo-reactivity.

The chromophore and network residues necessity to find the right geometry pro-

moting the ESPT was observed in high-level experiments such as femtosecond stim-

ulated Raman spectroscopy [48], in accordance with our hypotheses. In these experi-

ments emerges the crucial role of low frequency modes activated after the excitation,

and the peculiar trends of some marker bands (C-O and C=N stretching modes) that

are confirmed and well-reproduced in our time-resolved vibrational analysis.

The capability to make the Wavelet Analysis a general instrument in Chemistry

was the main aim of my Ph.D. Project. We tested this analysis also in another chal-
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lenging problem of chemical interest: the investigation of transient charged species

formation and dynamics on organic molecules interesting for photovoltaic applica-

tions.

In this field semiconducting organic polymers have a rich history in the de-

velopment of alternative photovoltaics. [60–63] While advances in organic photo-

voltaic material’s quantum efficiencies lag behind those of modern inorganic and

mixed organic/inorganic materials, organic semiconductors are nonetheless an im-

portant class of materials that have unique advantages for certain applications due

to their mechanical properties. Another important advantage of such molecules is

that these can be easily monitored through spectroscopic techniques such as Raman

spectroscopy that is able to give an important insight of the processes happening

at a molecular level [64]. The functionality and performance of organic materi-

als strongly depend on molecular scale features that can be chemically modified

to improve macroscopic properties and capabilities. Perhaps the most important

process in determining the material’s characteristic charge carrier mobilities and

transfer rates is the coupled, non-equilibrium electron-nuclear dynamics that follow

photoexcitation. This process intimately correlates exciton dissociative (or charge

separation) dynamics with structural skeletal changes induced in the molecule along

particular vibrational modes. Therefore, the exciton diffusion and dissociation rates

can be modulated by excitonic coupling to intrinsic vibrational modes and the pres-

ence of photon-induced self-trapped [65] states (i.e. polarons). [66–76] A fundamen-
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tal understanding of these coupled exciton-nuclear dynamics is crucial to improving

the performance of semiconducting organic polymers. However, the detailed physical

processes and consequential observations arising from the coupled excited-electron-

nuclear dynamics lack accurate theoretical descriptions. In Fig. 6 a schematic

representation of polaron and exciton formation in co-polymers in shown [77].

Fig. 6: Illustration of the photo-induced processes in co-polymers; on light absorption a delocalized
exciton or polaron pair is formed with a yield η, this occurs within 150 fs. The polaron pairs decay
by recombination on a longer time scale. D and A indicate donor and acceptor moieties.

The formation of polaron pairs is one of the possible photophysical processes that

can take place after the excitation. Recent work suggests that polaron formation

plays a significant role in photovoltaic action and that polaron dynamics are consid-

ered to be as important as those of ‘bare’ excitons. [77–79] Moreover, an important

feature of both excitons and polarons is the strong dependence of their dynamical

properties on the structural dynamics of the polymers. [80] This feature permits
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these pseudo-particles’ study by techniques such as Raman spectroscopy, because

structural information can be probed to deduce the polaron pairs’ formation and

dynamics. [64,80,81] In fact, the role played by the dynamics of polaron pairs in the

poly(3-hexylthiophene), one of the most performing polymers, has been studied by

various time-resolved excited state spectroscopies, confirming the importance of the

structural feature for the polaron pairs dynamics. [77,80–83]

Even with advanced time-resolved spectroscopic techniques, the mechanistic un-

derpinnings of the experimental observations are still difficult to resolve without

cross-correlating spectroscopic signals of electronic and vibrational degrees of free-

dom. From the theoretical modeling standpoint, the main challenge is presented by

the complex multi-scaled time-evolution of a fast-evolving electronic wave function

coupled to (and perturbed by) the slower non-equilibrium nuclear dynamics. [84]

Our work wanted to propose for the first time a novel approach to treat such kind

of processes based on the first-principles Ehrenfest dynamics [85–88] combined, for

the first time, with multiresolution Wavelet Analysis to simulate and characterize

the chemical dynamics following photoexcitation of a regioregular alkylthiophene

oligomer. Our results demonstrate the great potentiality of this combined approach,

indeed this coupled electronic-nuclear dynamics approach accurately reproduced the

non-equilibrium chemical dynamics to properly simulate polaron pair formation, and

at the same time also permitted analysis of the molecular dynamics in terms of both

the charge carrier evolution and structural rearrangements. The importance of the
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temporal evolution of the analysed frequencies is crucial in allowing the identification

of important structural rearrangements with both spatial and temporal resolution.

The proposed strategy and the results collected during these years are deeply

discussed in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Theoretical-Computational

Protocol

A huge part of my Ph.D. Project was devoted to the development of an innovative

theoretical-computational protocol aimed to the building of a robust methodology to

study a big class of chemical phenomena. Such class involves both complex systems

at their electronic ground state (such as solute-solvents) and far-from-equilibrium

chemical processes such as photo-induced reactivity, time-resolved spectroscopic sig-

nals, formation of transient charged species after the excitation. This methodology

was employed for the first time to study ground state processes in a previous work

before starting the Ph.D. Project. Moreover we also employed for the first time

this protocol to analyse a simulated time-resolved spectroscopic signal with excel-

lent results [39]. Its extention on non-equilibrium processes, especially focusing on

photo-induced reactivity of complex systems was the principal theme of this work.

The scheme proposed by us is composed by ab-initio molecular dynamics sim-

ulations, employed to investigate the ground and excited state potential energy
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CHAPTER 1. THEORETICAL-COMPUTATIONAL PROTOCOL

surfaces and to extract information of the system under study, and by the Con-

tinuous Wavelet Transform, adapted for the first time to the field of excited state

reactivity, in order to perform a non-conventional analysis in the frequency domain

of non-equilibrium signals extracted from the trajectories. This combined approach

allowed to disentangle complex chemical phenomena and to give a molecular picture

of such processes by extraction of the frequency content from the ad-hoc chosen

molecular properties.

All the elements constituting this protocol are explained in this Chapter. We

start discussing the novel vibrational analysis protocol introducing the Wavelet

Transform and then the ab-initio molecular dynamics technique. The Computa-

tional Details are then discussed.

1.1 Equilibrium and Non-Equilibrium Vibrational

Analysis

Molecular dynamics simulations represent a key tool to investigate many processes of

chemical interest, going from molecules reactivity and photo-reactivity to the inves-

tigation of molecules in condensed phase and the simulation of spectroscopic signals.

Nowadays the limits in the field of theoretical-computational chemistry are always

more restricted, indeed the exploration of excited states is allowed, and so it is possi-

ble to study phenomena such as photo-induced reactivity, simulate time-dependent

spectroscopic signals, investigate non-equilibrium photo-induced transient species.

However these simulations are so expensive on a computational point of view and
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still represent a frontier approach in treating such arguments, requiring a fine and

meticulous work in terms of choice of the theoretical description of the system, that

has to be highly accurate, and also affordable in terms of computational cost.

Ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations allow to perform descriptions of molec-

ular systems in which the forces acting on the nuclei are computed from electronic

structure calculations, on the contrary of classical molecular dynamics simulations

where predefined force fields are employed. Although a good investigation of chem-

ical systems can be performed by classical dynamics, an of course better molecular

picture of the phenomena under study can be achieved by ab-initio simulations, and

also problems ”chemically complex” can be handled easily through this approach

such as, for example, those where the electronic density changes drastically during

the dynamics.

Several physical quantities can be obtained together with their temporal evolu-

tion and can be ad-hoc treated to gain spectroscopic quantities that can be directly

connected with experiments. Among several spectroscopic techniques, the vibra-

tional one is among the best ones, allowing for a molecular picture of chemical

processes. Indeed in the vibrational spectra the molecular motions can be mon-

itored and the chemical event can be followed with a molecular resolution. The

appearance of vibrational bands, couplings among these ones, and frequency shifts

are crucial information that today, thanks to time-resolved advanced techniques, can

be achieved with a great detail. Excited state vibrational spectra and their tempo-
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ral evolution can be recorded, and so non-equilibrium processes can be investigated

after the excitation and followed during the time, in this way transient structural

rearrangements are monitored.

Anyway, so often a picture of a chemical event only based on a spectroscopic

point of view is not enough to have a complete understanding with a molecular res-

olution of the problem under study, and for this reason a theoretical-computational

study is necessary. In this field, statistical mechanics provides the appropriate the-

oretical foundation for condensed phase systems at equilibrium [30]. Analysis of

molecular dynamics simulations allows for the calculation of thermodynamic or sta-

tistical mechanics quantities such as temperature, correlation functions, transport

coefficients [31]. Generally, physical quantities of interest can be obtained from the

Fourier transform of suitable correlation functions. This statistical approach is usu-

ally valid for systems in stationary states and allows also to perform a vibrational

analysis from equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations.

Dynamical processes in many-body systems that are far-from-equilibrium present

further challenges. In this case correlation functions and spectra change with time

as energy redistribution occurs. The conventional signal processing based on Fourier

transform is not able to capture this evolution, instead a non-stationary time series

analysis is required. Furthermore, modern ultrafast spectroscopy is today able to

provide a detailed dynamics of a far-from-equilibrium system in condensed phase.

Also in this case, a non conventional analysis should be invoked [31]. This field
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represents the great challenge for this Ph.D. Project: the building of a general and

stable protocol of analysis for non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation of

complex systems. The work was based on the developing of the Wavelet Analysis in

theoretical-computational chemistry for studying excited states. The choice of this

technique was based on many key reasons that make it a precious instrument in this

contest.

The many differences between the more common Fourier transform and Wavelet

transform are discussed in detail in the next paragraphs, however the main one re-

sides in the fact that Wavelet Analysis is the most natural and ad-hoc choice to

treat non-stationary signals. In general, in equilibrium conditions a satisfactory

analysis could be performed by the Fourier protocol obtaining its frequency content

as an average of all the different frequencies contained in it, but for non-equilibrium

conditions the idea of an average analysis applied on a non-stationary signal is un-

correct because transient frequencies, instantaneous couplings and shifts could exist

and it is the information connected to their temporal evolution to be fundamental.

In other words, the intrinsic time-dependent nature of the frequencies is lost in an

irreversible way. This Ph.D. Project is focused on the demonstration of the Wavelet

transform potentiality in chemistry and, more in detail, in the complex world of

non-equilibrium chemistry.
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1.2 From Fourier to Wavelet Analysis

The Fourier transform is ubiquitous for extracting the frequency components of a

system’s response to a time-dependent perturbation [89]. Spectral information can

be calculated by the FT of the time correlation function C(t) of a given physical

property.

F (ω) =

∫

C(t)e−iωtdt (1.1)

where ω is the angular frequency. For example, the C(t) of the ith normal mode

velocity
.

Qi extracted from an equilibrium simulation, leads to the corresponding

spectrum Fi(ω). However the C(t) quantity can be any useful molecular parameter

whose frequency content can be employed for the investigation of the system under

study.

The information provided by the FT yields an average description of a stationary

signal, i.e. a signal whose frequencies do not change with time. The frequency

content of a signal is indeed achieved, but it is not possible to establish when such

frequencies appear during the time, or where these are localized. For example, we

cannot know if a sampled frequency in the spectrum is present in the signal for all

its length or if it appears just for a limited period of time. This fact can be of crucial

importance to understand if that frequency as a ruling importance in the spectrum

or if it is just an instantaneous contribution. However in equilibrium conditions

this aspect should not be important because it is not supposed to have frequencies
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changing during the time, and so in these cases we can conclude with a good degree

of accuracy that the Wavalet Analysis could be in principle avoided.

A very different situation is found in the case of non-stationary signals belong-

ing to systems in far-from-equilibrium conditions. In these cases a different analy-

sis is necessary to investigate time-varying spectral properties. As matter of fact,

the Fourier series is composed of oscillatory trigonometric functions that are not

adequate to capture signals not resulting from the superposition of harmonic os-

cillators [31]. A straightforward alternative is to split the signal into equal length

sections in the time domain in which the stationary assumption can be locally ap-

plied and such pieces are analysed individually for their frequency content. The

Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is commonly used to perform this decom-

position. In this approach a window function g(t) of limited extent and centered

at a time location τ is introduced in the standard Fourier Transform to obtain the

local frequency of the signal that is assumed to be stationary within this window.

However the crucial point of this procedure is the strong dependence on the choice of

the window g(t) [21] because it ensures that the local signal is sufficiently stationary.

The selection of the window width involves a tradeoff, indeed narrowing the time

window improves time/localization resolution but reduces clarity of the frequency

information. However, although the STFT procedure manages to garner some sig-

nal position information via the location of the windows, it is still fundamentally

hindered by the stationary nature of the sinusoidal basis of the FT method. A
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transformation method that uses basis functions that are simultaneously localized

in both the time and the frequency domains would neatly avoid this tradeoff.

A powerful alternative to the traditional FT or STFT in the field of non-stationary

signals is represented by the Wavelet Analysis [19,20]. The Wavelet Transform (WT)

seems to represent the natural analysis for signals extracted from molecular dynamics

simulations, especially in non-equilibrium cases such as the investigation of excited

states. The intrinsic time dependence of all the properties of a system is a problem

that the Fourier Analysis cannot handle because of the intrinsic lack of the tempo-

ral information after the transform. In these cases the knowledge of the frequencies

temporal evolution is necessary, the appearance of a frequency during the time, sug-

gesting for example the activation of a specific motion, can be necessary to study

a chemical process, or the presence of couplings during the time among vibrational

bands, or frequency shifts that could be due to localized molecular events. All these

information intrinsic in the dynamics of a vibrational spectrum at non-equilibrium

conditions have to be necessarily taken into account in the study and the Wavelet

Analysis can be the right answer for this problem.

The Wavelet transform allows for the localization of a signal both in time and

frequency domain [22], and this feature is particularly appealing for the simulation

of time-resolved spectroscopic signals [90]. One of the advantages of the Wavelet

Analysis is that the temporal information is retained and so the instantaneous fre-

quencies are catched, in this way we have not an average frequency content but we
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localize them at every instant. Another advantage is that the resolution at which

the signal is analysed is not fixed, but changes and is adapted to the underlying

frequency. In this way a multiresolution analysis is performed and the different

frequencies are analysed with an ad-hoc resolution.

In the Wavelet Analysis the decomposition of the signal is carried out by means of

the wavelets functions that are employed as basis functions instead of the sinusoidal

ones that are employed both in the FT and in the STFT analyses. This is the first

great advantage because the basis set is composed by functions localized both in

the time and frequency domain. The analysis is performed by employing a special

function ψ called wavelet ”mother” that can be localized in time by a translation

ruled by the index b. Furthermore ψ can be ’dilated’ or ’contracted’ by using the

scale parameter a in order to focus on a given range of oscillations [91]. The Wavelets

are derived from the mother and constitute a family, they represent translated and

scaled versions of ψ, obtained by changing the a and b parameters of the mother

prototype.

The Wavelet transform is also used as an efficient method to filter specific fre-

quencies of a signal. In this regard the WT (called discrete [20, 21] in this case),

permits to filter out the high-frequency noise without completely omitting the high-

frequency phenomena [92]. Applications of this kind of analysis have been published

in many fields [31,92].

Our analyses have been performed using the so-called continuous WT, which is
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the appropriate one for our time series analysis. The mathematical expression for

the continuous Wavelet Transform simply replaces the Fourier basis function with a

Wavelet one:

W (a,b) =

∫

C(t)ψa,b(t)dt (1.2)

where the wavelet function ψa,b(t) is defined by dilation and translation of a

”mother wavelet” ψ(t) expressed as

ψa,b(t) = |a|−
1

2 ψ

(

t-b

a

)

(a, b ∈ R; a 6= 0) (1.3)

where a is the scale (dilation) proportional to the inverse of frequency and b is

the position (translation) parameter. The b parameter allows the analysing func-

tions to shift along the temporal axis, in this way the frequencies can be localized

during the time, while the a parameter causes the dilation or compression of the

analysing functions so that the frequencies are analysed with different and appro-

priate resolutions.

We recall here that in the STFT the time and frequency resolution are bound

to the choice of the window function, characterized by a fixed bandwidth. On the

contrary, the Wavelet analysis allows for a multiresolution analysis where the band-

width is variable and can be adapted to the signal. However, the time and frequency

resolution is limited by the uncertainty principle (or Heisenberg inequality): the time

and frequency resolution cannot be arbitrarily small because their product is lower
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bounded according to

∆t∆f ≥ 1/4π (1.4)

where ∆t and ∆f are root mean square measures of the duration and the band-

width of an analysis function, respectively.

Many wavelet families exist (someones are shown in Fig. 1.1), and the choice of

one of these is related to the nature of the signal to process.
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Fig. 1.1: For different wavelet bases. The plots on the left give the real part (solid) and imaginary
part (dashed) for the wavelets in the time domain. The plots on the right give the corresponding
wavelets in the frequency domain. The m values are typical mother wavelet parameters, see ref. [22].
According with ref. [22] the a value represents the scale.

The Morlet and Paul wavelets are both complex, while the DOGs are real valued.
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Such differences can have obviously repercussions on the analysis performance. A

complex wavelet function will return information about both amplitude and phase

and is better adapted for capturing oscillatory behaviour. A real wavelet function

returns only a single component and is suitable to isolate peaks or discontinuities [22].

We have chosen to work with the Morlet wavelet, a plane wave modulated by a

Gaussian-type function. The choice has been based on preliminary tests, moreover

it is the most used in chemical applications [90, 93–95]. The Morlet wavelet can be

expressed as

ψ(t) = π−1/4eiω0te−t2/2 (1.5)

where ω0 is the nondimentional frequency, whose value is usually set to be ≥ 6

to satisfy the so called admissibility condition [20]. A large ω0 value allows for a

good frequency resolution at the cost of poor time resolution [93].

To reduce the computational time required to calculate the wavelet transforms,

the equation 1.2 is often solved in the reciprocal space [22]. By the convolution

theorem the wavelet transform is the inverse Fourier transform of the product:

W (a,b) =
N−1
∑

k=0

x̂kψ̂
∗(aωk)e

iωkbδt (1.6)

where N is the number of points in the time series, k = 0 . . . N−1 is the frequency

index, x̂k is the discrete Fourier transform of the general time series, ψ̂ is the Fourier

transform of the wavelet function, (∗) indicates the complex conjugate, δt is the
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sampling time, and ωk is the angular frequency.

The resolution of a wavelet function is determined by the balance between the

width in the real space and the width in the Fourier space. For example, a broad

function of time will have poor time resolution, yet a good frequency resolution [22].

The wavelet function should reflect the features present in the time series. There-

fore, a different shape should be chosen when the signal occurs with sharp jumps or

steps, or when it is a smoothly varying one.

The choice of values for a can be arbitrary and must be done in order to obtain

a complete picture of the frequencies. We remember that for short scales ψa,b(t) is

a very highly concentrated (”shrunken”) version of ψ(t), with a frequency content

mostly in the high frequency range. Conversely, for greater values of the scale the

wavelet ψa,b(t) is spread out and contains mainly low frequencies [20].

It is convenient, for computational efficiency, to express the scales as fractional

powers of two:

aj = a02
jδj, j = 0, 1, ..., J (1.7)

with

J = δj−1log2(Nδt/a0) (1.8)

where δt is the sampling time, and s0 is the smaller resolvable scale whose typ-

ically value is 2δt. Moreover, J determines the largest scale, while δj is the scale
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spacing. The choice of a sufficiently small δj gives a finer scale resolution. In the

case of the Morlet wavelet, a δj of about 0.5 is the largest value that still gives an

adequate sampling of scale values [22].

Although wavelets are characterized by a definite scale, they do not bear any

resemblance to Fourier modes (sines and cosines). Therefore, a relation between the

wavelet scale and the common Fourier wavelength is not necessarily straightforward.

However, a correspondence between wavelength and the scale a sometimes can be

achieved. For example, in the case of the Morlet wavelet, which is a periodic function

enveloped by a Gaussian, this correspondence is possible. For a Morlet wavelet with

ω0 = 6, the relation is λ = 1.03s where λ is Fourier wavelength, indicating that the

scale is almost equal to the Fourier frequency [96].

1.3 Ab-initio Molecular Dynamics Simulations

The preparation of a rational GFP model characterized the first phase of this study.

It involved many steps and an ad-hoc strategy in order to be able to reproduce not

only the active site at a huge theoretical level, but also the protein environmemt

with good accuracy.

The procedure for the model preparation started from the crystallographic struc-

ture of wild type GFP of jellyfish Aequorea Victoria (PDB code 1GFL) [97]. The

protein model preparation and preliminar calculations performed before running

the molecular dynamics simulations are discussed in detail in Computational De-

tails Paragraph. The employed multilayer quantum mechanics/molecular mechan-
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ics (QM/MM) description of the system, according with the ONIOM partition

scheme [98–101] is presented elsewhere [102]. According to this scheme, the high

theory level part included the chromophore completed by Ser65 side chain and the

residues directly involved in the hydrogen bond network and in the ESPT event (a

crystallographic water molecule, Ser205 and Glu222) while the remaining part of

the protein was treated at molecular mechanics theory level.

The studied model, consisting in the whole protein is presented in Fig. 1.2

employing two different representations in order to distinguish the active site from

the rest of the protein matrix. In Fig. 1.3 just the active site, treated at quantum

mechanics theory level, is shown. In Fig. 1.4 the active site is presented again but

enlarged with the His148 residue that is involved in an hydrogen bond with the

chromophore phenolic ring and is treated at MM theory level in our study. This

picture is introduced because, as will be deeply discussed in the Results Chapter,

the His148 residue has a crucial role as one of the ESPT driving forces.

The protocol of study consisted in a combined approach of molecular dynamics

simulations in the ground and excited states to obtain several information concerning

the chromophore, and Wavelet transform to analyse the obtained quantities.

In particular, ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations within the Born-

Oppenheimer (BO) approximation [103, 104] were performed to characterize the

system in both the ground and the excited states. The ground state simulation was

performed at B3LYP [105]/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory. The trajectory on the S0
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Fig. 1.2: The GFP protein model. The whole protein is shown. Two representations are employed
to distinguish the active site treated at QM theory level and the rest of the protein treated at MM
theory level.

potential energy surface was collected for 5 ps employing a time step of 0.5 fs. Several

singlet excited state AIMDs were collected, excited state energies and gradients were

calculated on-the-fly by the linear response TD-DFT [106–109] formalism at CAM-

B3LYP [110]/6-31+G(d,p) theory level. These trajectories were collected for less
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Fig. 1.3: The GFP active site model treated at QM theory level in our study.

Fig. 1.4: The GFP active site model treated at QM theory level in our study and His148 residue,
treated at MM theory level.

then 1 ps with a time step of 0.5 fs. In all the cases the excited state simulations

were long enough to observe an ESPT event.
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1.3.1 Anharmonic and Energetic Analysis

Anharmonic frequency calculations were performed on a minimal GFP model. This

study was performed to support the choice of two different functionals for the ground

and excited state AIMD. The frequency trends obtained with B3LYP and CAM-

B3LYP were consistent, suggesting that a very similar description of the ground state

potential energy surface curvature is obtained with both the functionals, reinforcing

our choice.

In order to build the model, GFP structures optimized by the ONIOM scheme

at DFT and linear response TD-DFT have been employed to characterize both the

S0 and S1 electronic state, respectively. From these structures a minimal model has

been extracted including the chromophore, the crystallographic water surrounding

the chromophore tyrosine and the residues Ser205 and Glu222. Also chromophore

tail (Ser65) has been included.

An energetic analysis was performed on the GFP chromophore in its anionic form

at both the ground and excited states. In particular an investigation on a range of

possible chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle values was performed by employing

the same theory level used in the molecular dynamics simulations. This energetic

analysis was performed in order to energetically quantify which are the more favored

dihrdral angle values assumed by the chromophore in the ground and the excited

states.
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1.4 Non-Adiabatic Ehrenfest Dynamics

Part of the third year has been also focused on the investigation of systems interest-

ing for photovoltaic applications. In particular in the field of organic photovoltaic

devices. In order to study the chemical processes characterizing such systems, an ad-

hoc theoretical-computational strategy was adopted. In order to build our oligomer

model, we started from the regioregular poly(3-hexyl)thiophene and prepared a thio-

phene oligomer in order to study the formation and dynamics of transient charged

species after the excitation. The oligomer was studied by employing the Ehrenfest

dynamics technique, in this way we could follow the electronic dynamics and its

couplings with nuclear dynamics.

The Ehrenfest dynamics is a non standard technique that is mandatory for this

kind of challenging phenomena and has been implemented and tested in previous

works [85,86,111], here we just provide a brief descriprion. The electronic degrees of

freedom are propagated with real−time Time Dependent Density Functional Theory

(TDDFT) while the electron-nuclear non adiabatic interactions are modeled with

the Ehrenfest technique, which propagates the nuclei on the mean−field electronic

potential.

The Ehrenfest dynamics scheme employs a three time step integrator. These

time steps are implemented with three different integrators: nuclear velocity-Verlet

[112], a nuclear position coupled midpoint Kohn−Sham integrator and a a modified

midpoint and unitary transformation (MMUT) TDDFT employed to propagate the
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electronic degrees of freedom [86, 111, 113]. The unitary trasformation matrix is

a time-evolution operator constructed from the eigenvectors C(tk) and eigenvalues

ǫ(tk) of the Kohn−Sham matrix (K):

C†(tk) · K(tk) · C(tk) = ǫ(tk) (1.9)

U(tk) = exp[i · 2∆te · K(tk)] = C(tk) · exp[i · 2∆te · ǫ(tk)] · C
†(tk) (1.10)

In the second equation ∆te represents the time step for the MMUT integrator.

The density matrix P is then propagated from time tk−1 to tk+1 with a fixed nuclear

position:

P(tk+1) = U(tk) · P(tk−1) · U
†(tk) (1.11)

Because the electronic wave function changes significantly faster than the nuclear

motion, the integrals required in the Kohn−Sham matrix are updated with a second

time step ∆tNe that includes m∆te iterations, by the nuclear position coupled mid-

point Kohn−Sham integrator. The nuclear positions are updated for n∆tNe steps

before recalculating the gradient, using a third time step ∆tN = n∆tNe, and the

Velocity Verlet algorithm is employed to propagate nuclear coordinates.

The non-adiabatic Ehrenfest dynamics represented the natural choice for the

study of transient charged species formation such as the polaron formation. The
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propagation of the electronic density directly allowed to follow the evolution of such

species, moreover through the nuclear dynamics the coupling and the effects of the

nuclear degrees of freedom on the polarons could be investigated.

1.5 Computational Details

1.5.1 Modeling the GFP Protein

A reliable model for the neutral GFP form (reactant form) was chosen in order to

characterize the system in both the ground and excited state and, in this last case, to

follow the ESPT reaction. A crystallographic structure of wild type GFP of jellyfish

Aequorea Victoria (PDB code 1GFL) [97] was chosen for the modeling.

As first step the coordinates of 1GFL were augmented with hydrogen atoms using

the program MolProbity from Richardson group [114]. Residues such as Arg and Lis,

and Asp and Glu, were considered with positive and negative charge, respectively.

Concerning the fine equilibrium of histidine residues we decided to protonate six his-

tidines in both δ and ǫ positions, while of the remaining three, two were protonated

in δ (one of these is His148) and the other one in ǫ. All the internal crystallographic

water molecules were protonated and retained.

Once obtained the structure, a partitioning of the whole protein according with

the ONIOM scheme [98–101] was performed. On the basis of this multi-layer ap-

proach, a QM description of the chromophore, (including the residue Ser65), and

of the residues directly involved in the reaction (a crystallographic water molecule,

Ser205 and Glu222) was performed, in order to be sure of obtaining a fine description
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of the active site and in accordance with the partition presented in [102]. All the

other residues were treated at MM level of theory by employing the AMBER force

field [115] and including the parameters specifically developed for the chromophore

by Reuter. [116].

The cuts at the interface between the QM/MM layers were performed on single

bonds of non-polar or slightly polar bonds and in the most of cases C-C bonds were

involved. The electronic embedding [99, 117] scheme has been employed to account

the interaction between the two layers.

Structure optimizations were performed at the ONIOM CAM-B3LYP [110]/6-

31+g(d,p)/Amber level including the aqueous solvent that was treated implicitly by

the so-called ONIOM/CPCM-X [118,119] scheme. Then the system was relaxed by

neglecting the implicit solvation effects in order to save time for the subsequently

MD study. This approximation is still valid because we ensure that the implicit

solvation does not affect too much the vertical excitation energy, moreover our MD

simulations are not long enough to be needed the inclusion of the volume preserving

effects of implicit solvation.

Ab-initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations within the Born-Oppenheimer

(BO) approximation [103, 104] were performed to characterize the system in both

the ground and the excited states.

The ground state simulation was performed at B3LYP [105]/6-31+G(d,p) level

of theory. We collected a trajectory on the S0 potential energy surface for 5 ps
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employing a time step of 0.5 fs. Several singlet excited state AIMDs were collected

where excited state energies and gradients were calculated on-the-fly by the linear

response TD-DFT [106–109] formalism at CAM-B3LYP [110]/6-31+G(d,p) theory

level. These trajectories were collected for less then 1 ps with a time step of 0.5 fs.

In all the cases the excited state simulations were long enough to observe an ESPT

event.

Concerning the choice of the potential for the molecular dynamics simulations,

preliminar tests were performed in order to find the more suitable in terms of both

reproducing GFP optical properties and exploring the excited state potential energy

surface. In particular excited state AIMD simulations employing the B3LYP func-

tional were performed but, unfortunately, it was not robust and also very unstable

for such calculations, not allowing the excited state potential energy surface explo-

ration. On the basis of the performed tests, the CAM-B3LYP functional was found

to be more robust for excited state dynamics calculations, allowing us to collect

trajectories almost 1 ps long. The choice of two different functionals for the ground

and excited state AIMD was supported by anharmonic frequency calculations by em-

ploying both B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP on a reduced GFP model. The consistent

frequency trends obtained with both the functionals suggested that a very similar

description of the ground state potential energy surface curvature is obtained with

both the functionals, reinforcing our choice.

We extracted the starting configuration for the ground state molecular dynamics
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while only one of the excited state ones, (called TrjIV), started from the optimization

calculations. Randomly chosen momenta coherent with a starting average tempera-

ture of 298 K were assigned to this configuration. This choice is in agreement with

our aim to investigate the PT mechanism and the network structural re-organizations

in the two electronic states. A kinetics study of the reaction is prevented because it

would request a larger number of excited state trajectories, that are so expensive on

a computational point of view, however we were able to perform a deep investigation

of the structural re-organization after the excitation and to follow the reaction event.

The starting points for the other three excited state ab-initio MD hereafter called

TrjI, TrjII and TrjIII, were extracted from the ground state simulation and both the

starting coordinates and momenta were taken. Of course we had completely different

input structures compared to the previous one (extracted from the optimization

calculation), in order to monitor some peculiar trends and be sure that they were

not random trends but that could be reproduced, so representing a characteristic

behavior of the protein after the excitation.

1.5.2 Modeling GFP Minimal Models

Vibrational and energetic analyses were performed on ad-hoc chosen models of both

the GFP chromophore and hydrogen bond network. These analyses, although per-

formed on minimal models, gave important support to the molecular dynamics study.

The anharmonic vibrational analysis was performed on the GFP minimal model

in which the chromophore is in its neutral form (the reactant form), in both the
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ground and excited states. All the discussed calculations were performed at DFT

level of theory employing the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) potential in both the time-

indipendent and time-dependent formalism (although the same calculations were

performed also at CAM-B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) theory level). Concerning the ener-

getic analysis, consisting in rigid scans of the chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle,

it was performed on the chromophore in its anionic form in both the ground and

the excited states at DFT and LR TD-DFT [106–109] level of theory employing

both B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP functionals with 6-31+G(d,p) basis set for S0 and

S1, respectively. All the calculations were performed by employing a development

version of the Gaussian suite of programs.

1.5.3 The Thiophene Oligomer Modeling

All the calculations, including geometry optimizations and excitation energies, were

performed employing the CAM-B3LYP [120]/6-31g(d) theory level. Several theo-

retical computational studies have demonstrated that the CAM-B3LYP functional

is one of the most appropriate to study of polythiophene molecules [121, 122]. A

development version of the Gaussian suite of progams [123] was employed for all

the calculations. As a preliminar step, we compared our model with its analogue

substituted with hexyl side chains instead of methyls, in order to be sure that we

were not losing potential information with a shorter side chain. Fig. 1.5 shows the

molecular model, the 3-methylthiophene heptamer, used in this work, which is a

slightly simplified model of the heavily studied poly(3-hexylthiophene) [80,124,125]
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structure. From a comparison of both frequency and optical properties, we were

confident that the methyl substitution of the hexyl chains would not cause discrep-

ancies in the excited state electronic structure. The role of side chains is not trivial in

the optimization of these systems, especially in terms of optimization of π-stacking,

polymer crystallinity, material miscibility [126]. In this case we deal with a mono-

layer oligothiophene in which, to a first approximation, it is the its length and its

conformation to play a much more important role in tuning its properties.

Fig. 1.5: The 3-methylthiophene heptamer model. The labels on the seven rings will be employed
in the results discussion to recognize the different rings. The labels on come C atoms will also be
employed in the results discussion. The cartesian axes are also shown.

In order to generate initial conditions (both coordinates and momenta) for the nu-

clei, we simulated a Boltzmann ensemble of 3-methylthiophene heptamer molecules

at room temperature (298 K). For a specific vibrational mode with a given Boltzmann-

sampled vibrational energy, the initial phase was chosen randomly and classically

[127, 128]. Note that the motivation of this work is to illustrate the formation of a

polaron pair and its spectroscopic consequence, rather than to investigate the sta-

tistical thermodynamics of a particular excited state ensemble. Therefore, we chose
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a single initial condition with the most planar arrangement, which gives rise to the

most delocalized electronic distribution, to “track” the polaron formation dynamics.

The initial excited state electronic density was prepared by promoting one elec-

tron from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to the lowest unoccupied

molecular orbital (LUMO) (see Fig. 1.6). These are the dominant orbital pairs in

the S0 → S1 excitation, as revealed by linear-response TDDFT calculations. The

three time steps in the Ehrenfest dynamics simulation were ∆tN = 0.1 fs, ∆tNe =

0.01 fs, ∆te = 0.001 fs. The total energy conservation was within 0.022 kcal/mol.

The Ehrenfest trajectory presented in this work is 89 fs long. The three time steps

employed during the simulation were accurately chosen after a preliminar phase in

which the most appropriate conditions for the dynamics were calibrated on the basis

of both good total energy conservation and reasonable computational cost criteria.

Fig. 1.6: The 3-methylthiophene heptamer model orbitals most relevant in the S0 → S1 excitation
evaluated at the nuclear geometry chosen for the Ehrenfest dynamics: LUMO (upper) and HOMO
(lower). The cartesian axes are also shown.
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We also performed an ab-initio Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD)

[129] simulation in order to compare the polaron formation dynamics to the struc-

tural dynamics of the system in the ground electronic state. The initial nuclear coor-

dinates and momenta of the BOMD dynamics were the same used for the Ehrenfest

dynamics. As in the excited state trajectory, the CAM-B3LYP/6-31g(d) theory level

was employed and a nuclear time step of 0.1 fs was used. We collected a trajectory

on the S0 potential energy surface for 1.5 ps, however just the first 90 fs will be

discussed in order to have a more clear comparison with the results obtained in the

excited state.
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Chapter 2

The GFP Photo-Induced

Reactivity Investigation

The main results obtained in my Ph.D. Project are discussed in the present and

the following Chapter. The Results presented in this Chapter represent a sort of

”journey” aimed to the exploration of the GFP photo-reactivity. Our work started

by a deep characterization of the GFP reactant form (in which the chromophore

phenolic ring is protonated) in its ground state in order to describe the chromophore

microsolvation in equilibrium conditions by ab-initio molecular dynamics simulation.

The exploration of the excited electronic state was then performed. Several excited

state trajectories were collected in order to follow the proton transfer reaction and

give an insight on its mechanism. Surprisingly, our main goal was not to simulate

the reaction event, as we supposed at the beginning, but to discover that it was

an ensamble of molecular events in terms of structural reorganization of the active

site (and not only of this one) to be important and crucial in promoting the proton

transfer. For the first time a more complex view is given to this event, and other
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residues not directly involved in the reaction were observed to play a key role, even

if not directly involved in the reaction. We strongly underlined that the reasons

favoring the reaction are several and not only one (such as, for example, the photo-

acidity) as was sometimes supposed. Moreover we discovered that it is not enough

that only one promoting condition was satisfied in order to observe the ESPT,

but it was the simultaneous occurence of all these together to allow the reaction

event. We demonstrated that it is not only the chromophore rearrangement to be

important, but also the hydrogen bond network must optimize its arrangement and,

more interestingly, spectator residues partecipate to the optimization of the reaction

conditions.

All the results were obtained by means of our proposed innovative theoretical-

computational approach. We performed ground and excited electronic state ab-

initio molecular dynamics simulations to characterize the system and to simulate

the ESPT. This approach is not so common because of its huge computational cost,

especially because we simulated the whole protein and not only the active site.

The results analysis was performed in the frequency domain through the Wavelet

Analysis approach, employing this technique for the first time to study the GFP

ESPT, and more generally to investigate excited state photo-reactivity. The fre-

quency domain based analysis gave the possibility to understand which were the

main motions activated during the ESPT event and so to identify who was ruling

the reaction. We could observe the activation or the shifts of vibrational bands dur-
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ing the time and their differences with the ground state ones, in this way catching

the instantaneous events that happen before and during the ESPT. This methodol-

ogy was precious to disentangle this problem, showing its great potentialities in the

chemical field and in the study of complex events.

2.1 Ab-initio Molecular Dynamics based ESPT

Study

2.1.1 Ground State AIMD on GFP

A 5 ps long ground state BOMD trajectory of the GFP reactant form was collected.

During this simulation no proton transfer reaction was observed, in agreement with

the fact that in the ground state the reaction is not favored. We investigated the

chromophore microsolvation in equilibrium conditions in order to characterize the

whole active site. In particular this structural analysis in the ground state should

be considered as a preliminar phase to the study of the ESPT, indeed in this way we

investigated the behavior of the active site and of the protein matrix at equilibrium

conditions, and more in detail we could catch the main structural changes on the

active site after the excitation.

In Fig. 2.1 the normalized pair distribution functions of the monitored dis-

tances involving all the atoms belonging to the hydrogen bond network extracted

from the ground state ab-initio molecular dynamics simulation are shown. In spite

of the short time of sampling, we saw that the monitored distances adopt peri-

odic oscillations around well defined minima along the simulation. The intermolec-
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ular oxygen pair distances (left panels: Otyr-Owat(top), Owat-Oser205(middle),

Oser205-Oglu222(bottom)), inter-molecular hydrogen-oxygen (middle panels: Htyr-

Owat(top), Hwat-Oser205(middle), Hser205-Oglu222(bottom)), intra-molecular hydrogen-

oxygen (right panels: Otyr-Htyr(top), Owat-Hwat(middle), Oser205-Hser205(bottom))

distributions are shown along with the relative averages made every 50 points (col-

ored curves).

Fig. 2.1: Normalized distributions of network distances (Å) involved in the PT network ob-
tained from S0 AIMD simulation at B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) level of theory. Left, Oxygen-Oxygen
distances:Otyr-Owat (top), Owat-Oser205 (middle), Oser-Oglu(bottom). Middle, Proton-Acceptor
units distances: Htyr-Owat (top), Hwat-Oser205 (middle), Hser-Oglu(bottom). Right, Proton-
Donor units distances: Otyr-Htyr (top), Owat-Hwat (middle), Oser205-Hser205 (bottom). The
relative average values, made every 50 points, are shown by different colored curves.

By an inspection of the left panel distributions, it is evident that the Oser205-

Oglu222 pair distance presents the most regular shape. During the simulation
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Oser205-Oglu222 distance oscillations explore a range of values extending from a

minimum of 2.313 Å to a maximum of 2.761 Å, reached only once in the whole

simulation, while this distribution is peaked around 2.522 Å. The average distance

value is around 2.530 Å with a standard deviation of 0.059. This average distance

value extracted from the simulation is so close to the maximum value of the dis-

tribution that is indeed peaked around 2.522 Å. The distribution in terms of both

shape and maximum peak confirms a regular oscillation trend. A more complex

behavior is observed for Otyr66-Owat, indeed these oxygens explore wider distance

ranges and also less regular, compared to the Oser205-Oglu222 pair. Oscillations

reach distances ranging from 2.391 to 2.845 Å, the average distance value is 2.574

Å with a standard deviation of 0.092. The trend observed along the trajectory is

also supported by a corresponding wide shape and the absence of an actual main

peak. This behavior can be attributed to the major mobility freedom of the water

molecule. The average distance value reached by the Owat-Oser205 is around 2.599

Å with a standard deviation of 0.071. As observed in the Otyr66-Owat distribu-

tion, an irregular shape is found, although it explores a shorter range of values.

The peculiar differences shown in the distributions are in perfect agreement with

the relative distance oscillation trends. These ones reflect a major rigidity of the

Oser205-Oglu222 interaction that is not observed in the other two cases, and this

fact could be related to the major mobility that of course characterizes the water

molecule in both the Otyr66-Owat and Owat-Oser205 pairs (the temporal evolution
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of such discussed pair distances will be also analysed later in comparison with the

excited state corresponding ones).

In Fig. 2.1 (middle panel) the proton acceptor distance distributions obtained

from the 5 ps ground state simulation are presented. The acceptor pairs include

Htyr-Owat, Hwat-Oser205 and Hser205-Oglu222 distances. Observing the distribu-

tions it is evident a similarity with the oxygens distributions shown before. From

our analysis, we see that Htyr66-Owat ground state oscillations show an average dis-

tance value of 1.581 Å, with a standard deviation of 0.120. The distribution reflects

a trend with no regular oscillations and with a wide range of explored values, indeed

it appears spread and without a well-defined maximum peak reflecting an irregular

behavior of this couple. A similar trend is observed in the Hwat-Oser205 case al-

though it appears generally more regular during the simulation, with oscillations on

average around 1.593 Å during the dynamics and a standard deviation of 0.084. The

maximum distance value is 1.840 Å, while the minimum one is 1.370 Å. The rela-

tive distribution appears narrower than the previous one confirming a more regular

oscillation trend, although also this time it is not trivial to define a main peak in

the distribution. The last monitored distance, Hser205-Oglu222, confirms the stiff

nature of these residues interaction with oscillations on average around 1.518 Å, and

a standard deviation of 0.078. The distribution is well-centered around one distance

value (1.507 Å ) that is not so different from the calculated average value from the

simulation. Moreover the shape is the most regular among the three distributions.
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From these results it is evident that the residues Ser205 and Glu222 are closer

than the other two pairs, as shown by the shift toward shorter distances of their

distribution in respect to the others. The well-defined structural arrangement of

Ser205 and Glu222 is almost preserved during the simulation, confirming in this

way a retained rigidity between these residues that is not present in the other two

cases, as already observed from the oxygens analysis.

In Fig. 2.1 (right), we report the distributions of the proton donor distances

from the 5 ps ground state simulation. The investigated intra-molecular distances

are: Otyr66-Htyr66, Owat-Hwat and Oser205-Hser205. Really tight oscillations and

values typical of bond distances are observed in the ground state. These regular

trends suggest a strong nature of the bond and no driving forces to react. The intra-

molecular bond distance Otyr66-Htyr66 oscillates around an average distance value

of 1.021 Å with a standard deviation of 0.030. The bonded nature is confirmed by a

regular shape of the distribution with a maximum peak around 1.015 Å. Regarding

the Owat-Hwat, distance oscillations show an average value of 1.016 Å with a stan-

dard deviation of 0.022. Also this time the distribution reflects an almost regular

oscillation trend. It shows a regular gaussian shape with a maximum at about 1.012

Å, so really close to the average distance value. The pair Oser205-Hser205 shows

an average distance value of 1.029 Å with a standard deviation of 0.030. A regular

distribution is observed also this time in agreement with the bond nature of the

examinated distances.
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Table 2.1: Average values, standard deviation and maximum values for the normalized distribu-
tions of distances (Å) involved in the PT network obtained from S0 AIMD simulation at B3LYP/6-
31+g(d,p) level of theory.

Average distance Standard deviation Maximum value

Otyr-Owat 2.574 0.092 2.572
Owat-Oser205 2.599 0.071 2.604
Oser205-Oglu222 2.530 0.059 2.522
Htyr-Owat 1.581 0.120 1.581
Hwat-Oser205 1.593 0.084 1.161
Hser-Oglu222 1.518 0.078 1.507
Otyr-Htyr 1.021 0.030 1.015
Owat-Hwat 1.016 0.022 1.012
Oser205-Hser205 1.029 0.030 1.025

These evidences extracted from the ground state simulation suggest a crucial role

of the protein matrix in modulating the conformation of the atoms in the network

belonging or not to the protein skeleton.

In Table 2.1 are shown the main parameters for the pair distances distributions

obtained from the S0 AIMD trajectory. The average values, standard deviations

and maximum values of the distributions are shown for the inter-molecular pair

distances (Otyr-Owat, Owat-Oser205, Oser205-Oglu222, Htyr-Owat, Hwat-Oser205,

Hser-Oglu222) and the intra-molecular ones (Otyr-Htyr, Owat-Hwat, Oser205-Hser205).

Other structural parameters involving the chromophore, the hydrogen bond net-

work and spectator residues were considered. These ones help to understand and

clarify the role of the protein environment on photo-reactivity. Hence the chro-

mophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle, the dihedral angle involving the oxyen atoms

belonging to the hydrogen bond network (Otyr-Owat-Oser205-Oglu222), and the
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Hhis148-Otyr distance distributions relative to the previous mentioned S0 MD are

shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3.

Fig. 2.2: Normalized distributions of dihedral (degree) angles obtained from S0 AIMD simulation
at B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) level of theory. The chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle (upper left) and
the dihedral angle of oxygen atoms involved in the hydrogen bond network Otyr-Owat-Oser205-
Oglu222 (lower left) are shown, respectively. The relative average values, made every 50 points
(and every 100 for the oxigens dihedral angle), are shown by different colored curves.

The chromophore dihedral angle shows a very tight distribution centered around

-2 degrees, suggesting that the chromophore prefers a planar conformation in its
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Fig. 2.3: Normalized distributions of His148(H)-Tyr(O) (Å) obtained from S0 AIMD simulation
at B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) level of theory. The relative average values, made every 50 points, are
shown by different colored curves.

ground state. This fact is really interesting because, as will be discussed later, a

completely different scenario is found during the excited electronic state dynamics.

Concerning the oxygens dihedral angle a spread distribution is observed with values

almost focused around 2.5 degrees, even if other populated regions appear between

-20 and -10 and 20 and 40 degrees. This evidence indicates a not regular or retained

relative orientation of the hydrogen bond pocket, and of course a major ensamble of

values is explored also thanks to the presence of the water molecule. On the other

side, the main peak is observed at 2.2 degrees, suggesting that a planar orientation

is on average favored for the multiple hydrogen bond interactions. A key residue,

although not directly involved in the PT network is His148. The distribution between

hydrogen atom linked to Nδ and tyrosine oxygen explores three populated regions:
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Table 2.2: Average values, standard deviation and maximum values for the normalized distri-
butions of the chromophore dihedral angle N-C-C-C, the inter-molecular oxygens dihedral angle
Otyr-Owat-Oser205-Oglu222 (degrees), and for the Hhys-Otyr pair distance (Å) obtained from S0

AIMD simulation at B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) level of theory.

degrees/Å St.dev. Max.val.

N-C-C-C -1.55 5.76
Otyr-Owat-Oser205-Oglu222 5.42 3.59 2.22
Hhys148-Otyr 2.62 0.65 1.99

around 1.995, 2.358 and 3.476 Å. Among these, the first one is the most important,

suggesting that the interaction with the chromophore is quantitatively present during

the simulation. However the not negligible presence of other populated regions

at higher distance values suggests that the interaction is not constant during the

dynamics, while we will see how it becomes crucial in the excited state dynamics.

The main parameters for the chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle, the inter-

molecular Otyr-Owat-Oser205-Oglu222 dihedral angle and the Hhys-Otyr pair dis-

tance are shown in Table 2.2.

2.1.2 Excited State Ab-Initio Molecular Dynamics

The exploration of the ESPT was perfomed by employing excited state ab-initio

dynamics in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. In this way we tried to simu-

late the reaction event (always retaining the protein matrix) and give a molecular

insight on the mechanism and on the main events promoting it. Because of the

huge computational cost we could not perform a kinetics study, indeed we could not

collect a satisfactory number of simulations to discuss the kinetics. On the other
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side, we were able to discuss the reaction mechanism and structural rearrangements

preliminar to the ESPT.

We proceeded by extracting random structures along with their velocities from

the S0 AIMD dynamics and started from these ones to run excited state dynamics.

These structures can be thought as representative of the Franck Condon region of

the PES in the ground state. Not all the analysed trajectories will be discussed

because in some cases they lost the bright state after a small number of steps and so

it was not possible to perform a meaningful trajectory analysis. However, we discuss

three excited state dynamics.

In Figs. 2.4-2.9 all the main structural parameters extracted from the simulations

are collected. The inter-molecular oxygen distances of the residues involved in the

hydrogen bond network (Otyr-Owat, Owat-Oser205, Oser205-Oglu222), the inter-

molecular hydrogen-oxygen distances (Htyr-Owat, Hwat-Oser205, Hser205-Oglu222),

and the intra-molecular ones (O-Htyr, O-Hwat, O-Hser205). The chromophore

dihedral angle N-C-C-C, the inter-molecular oxygens dihedral angle (Otyr-Owat-

Oser205-Oglu222), the inter-molecular Hhis148-Otyr, are also shown.

By an ispection of 2.4 and 2.6, belonging to TrjI and TrjII, respectively, it is

evident that the ESPT takes place. In particular around 350 fs in the first case,

while it happens around 380 fs in the second case. This fact is clearly suggested

by the sudden change of both intra and inter-molecular distance values, indeed an

elongation of the intra-molecular hydrogen-oxygen distances until reaching values
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Fig. 2.4: Network distances (Å) evolution involved in the PT network obtained from TD-CAM-
B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) TrjI S1 AIMD. Input coordinates and velocities randomly extracted from the
CAM-B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S0 AIMD. a)Oxygen-Oxygen distances:Otyr-Owat (top), Owat-Oser205
(middle), Oser-Oglu(bottom). b)Proton-Acceptor units distances: Htyr-Owat (top), Hwat-Oser205
(middle), Hser-Oglu (bottom). c)Proton-Donor units distances: Otyr-Htyr (top), Owat-Hwat (mid-
dle), Oser205-Hser205 (bottom).

typical of non-bonded atoms takes place. In the third trajectory (TrjIII) instead,

the ESPT reaction is observed around 980 fs. Beyond the uncorrelated origin of the

starting configurations, common behaviors of the analysed structural parameters

can be clearly observed, suggesting that opportune rearrangements must be reached

before the proton transfer beginning.

In all the cases a common concerted mechanism for the ESPT, although asyn-
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Fig. 2.5: Distances (Å) and dihedral (degree) angles dynamics, obtained from TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-
31+g(d,p) TrjI S1 AIMD. Input coordinates and velocities randomly extracted from the CAM-
B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S0 AIMD. Upper panels: the chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle (top) and
the dihedral angle of oxygen atoms involved in the hydrogen bond network Otyr-Owat-Oser205-
Oglu222 dynamics (bottom). Lower panel: the histidine148 Proton-OTyr pair distance dynamics.

chronous, is observed as is clearly seen by an ispection of the intra-molecular bonds

break that happens at the same time. So no intermediate species are formed dur-

ing the reaction. The oscillation ranges for the pair distances involving the water

molecule generally explore a wider range of values, and this can be attributed to its

major mobility compared to the residues bonded to the protein skeleton, indeed in

the last pair (Ser205-Glu222), the inter-molecular distance oscillations are confined

in a shorter range of values and are also characterized by a less oscillatory behav-
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Fig. 2.6: Network distances (Å) evolution involved in the PT network obtained from TD-CAM-
B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) TrjII S1 AIMD. Input coordinates and velocities randomly extracted from the
CAM-B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S0 AIMD. a)Oxygen-Oxygen distances:Otyr-Owat (top), Owat-Oser205
(middle), Oser-Oglu(bottom). b)Proton-Acceptor units distances: Htyr-Owat (top), Hwat-Oser205
(middle), Hser-Oglu (bottom). c)Proton-Donor units distances: Otyr-Htyr (top), Owat-Hwat (mid-
dle), Oser205-Hser205 (bottom).

ior. In all the trajectories no back proton transfer is observed, on the contrary it

is evident that the new formed bond distance are so stable and do not suggest the

possibility of a new break. In all the cases the hydrogen bond network is stiff be-

cause it is representative of configurations near the PES minimum, but this strong

hydrogen bond nature characterizing the network is not enough to allow the ESPT

to start (as we will also see in next discussions).
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Fig. 2.7: Distances (Å) and dihedral (degree) angles dynamics, obtained from TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-
31+g(d,p) TrjII S1 AIMD. Input coordinates and velocities randomly extracted from the CAM-
B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S0 AIMD. Upper panels: the chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle (top) and
the dihedral angle of oxygen atoms involved in the hydrogen bond network Otyr-Owat-Oser205-
Oglu222 dynamics (bottom). Lower panel: the histidine148 Proton-OTyr pair distance dynamics.

It is very intersting the behavior of the chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle,

indeed in all the trajectories it reaches values very far from planarity, and oscillates

in a very irregular way. It explores values until -40 degrees, so causing an imporant

out-of-plain of the two chromophore rings. This always verified distorsion seems to

play a not trivial role in the understanding of the excited state events, indeed it is

possible that this relative out-of-plain of the two rings promotes a better arrange-

ment of the chromophore relative to the hydrogen bond network, and so facilitates
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Fig. 2.8: Network distances (Å) evolution involved in the PT network obtained from TD-CAM-
B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) TrjIII S1 AIMD. Input coordinates and velocities randomly extracted from
the B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S0 AIMD. a)Oxygen-Oxygen distances:Otyr-Owat (top), Owat-Oser205
(middle), Oser-Oglu(bottom). b)Proton-Acceptor units distances: Htyr-Owat (top), Hwat-Oser205
(middle), Hser-Oglu (bottom). c)Proton-Donor units distances: Otyr-Htyr (top), Owat-Hwat (mid-
dle), Oser205-Hser205 (bottom).

the ESPT. This fact is also suggested by the fact that this N-C-C-C behavior takes

place before the reaction event, while it is evident that immediately before the pro-

ton transfer it returns to values more close to the planarity. This is particularly

evident in TrjI: in this case the dihedral angle approaches to the planarity before

the ESPT and, more interestingly, it retains this range of values after the formation

of the anionic form. These results indicate an important fact: after the excitation
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Fig. 2.9: Distances (Å) and dihedral (degree) angles dynamics, obtained from TD-CAM-
B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) TrjIII S1 AIMD. Input coordinates and velocities randomly extracted from the
B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S0 AIMD. Upper panels: the chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle (top) and
the dihedral angle of oxygen atoms involved in the hydrogen bond network Otyr-Owat-Oser205-
Oglu222 dynamics (bottom). Lower panel: the histidine148 Proton-OTyr pair distance dynamics.

the chromophore rings are allowed to assume out-of-plain conformations and such

conformation is preparatory to the ESPT because promotes the reaction by allow-

ing a better reorganization of the hydrogen bond network. This conformation is not

retained during the reaction and also after the formation of the product, confirming

that it is just a preliminar crucial step. This innovative result is a first step to the un-

derstanding of the fact that the complex nature of the GFP photo-reactivity cannot

be only reduced to photo-acidity, instead it is a very complicated event composed,
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as we will discuss also in next sections, of many different promoting conditions. By

a comparison of these trends with the ground state ones, it is evident how in the

last case the coplanar chromophore rings conformation is favored, while after the

excitation the electronic density reorganization causes a structural rearrangement of

the chromophore that finally reaches a major conformational freedom.

By an ispection of the inter-molecular oxygens dihedral angle, values near the

planarity are observed immediately before the reaction beginning. We can conclude

that a common trend of this dihedral angle (Figs. 2.5, 2.7 and 2.9) can be recognized,

showing values around -10 degrees in concurrence of the reaction. The planarity of

the hydrogen network oxygens of course favors and enstablishes the optimal condi-

tions for the multiple proton transfer, as confirmed by the fact that the planarity is

reached in all the cases during the ESPT.

We also found particularly interesting the behavior of the residue His148. This

residue is not directly involved in the reaction and is not part of the hydrogen bond

network, instead, it is involved in an hydrogen bond with the chromophore phenolic

ring. The role of His148 is recognized to be important in modulating the proton

shuttle in the ground state [56], and also in stabilizing the anionic species I and

B [58], while it is never been recognized that His148 could be important in the

ESPT reaction.

The inter-molecular His148(hydrogen)-Phenolic(oxygen) distance is shown in

Figs. 2.5, 2.7 and 2.9. In all the cases it is clear that until the histidine N-H
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hydrogen interaction with the phenolic oxygen is not optimized the reaction does

not take place. In TrjI since 200 fs the inter-molecular distance starts to decrease,

and as it reaches a value around 1.8 Å , the proton transfer is observed. In Tr-

jII, since the beginning there is an increasing approach of the two residues and, as

the distance assumes values around 1.8 Å , the ESPT takes place. In TrjIII the

His148-Tyr66 oscillates exploring distance values larger than 3.9 Å . After 800 fs this

distance starts to decrease until reaching values around 2 Å in concurrence with the

reaction event. These results open an important new scenario on the ESPT promot-

ing events: it is evident that the role of His148 is crucial in promoting the proton

transfer reaction in the excited state, and this fact is observed here for the first time.

In Fig. 2.10 the Hhis148-Otyr hydrogen bond distances from all the excited state

trajectories are shown all together.

Fig. 2.10: The His148 Proton-OTyr pair distance dynamics (Å) obtained from TD-CAM-
B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S1 AIMDs. Input coordinates and velocities randomly extracted from the
B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S0 AIMD or from the optimized GFP structure.
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Through this graphics it can be better appreciated how much is important the

approach of this residue to the chromophore phenolic ring. Indeed the ESPT takes

place always when the hydrogen bond distance is not longer than 2 Å. This condition

suggests that it is not enough the chromophore distorsion through the N-C-C-C

dihedral angle and an ad hoc arrangement of the residues directly taking part to

the reaction, but also other favorable conditions are necessary to reach the best

organization before the reaction event. In conclusion, it is the right combination of

many factors to optimize the probability of the multiple proton transfer in the excited

state. For example, in TrjI (Fig. 2.5), the N-C-C-C dihedral angle immediately

deviates from values compatible with rings coplanarity, so allowing a better hydrogen

bond network arrangement. On the other side, the phenolic ring interaction with

His148 is not optimized, indeed the hydrogen bond assumes values longer than 2

Å. It is only when this interaction is stabilized that the reaction takes place. This

evidence clarly demonstrates that these two quantities are cofactors and cannot be

enough by themself. In TrjIII (Fig. 2.9) we observed a similar situation: although

for the major part of the trajectory the two rings are not coplanar, until the His148

residue is far from the phenolic ring, the reaction does not take place. During the

simulation there is a progressive approach of His148 to the chromophore, and only

when the hydrogen bond is stronger (inter-molecular O-H distances around 2 Å),

the reaction happens.

These evidences are of crucial importance because introduce another point of
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view in the study of the GFP photo-reactivity, and in general in the right approach

to the investigation of such complex phenomena. It is often not enough to take into

account the actors of a chemical event, but all the environment and those elements

that could indirectly take part to the reaction, as in the case of His148. So these kind

of events cannot be reduced, for example, to a simple chromophore photo-acidity to

explain the driving force of the reaction, but a more complex description based on

a considerable number of cofactors has to be performed.

2.1.3 Ground vs. Excited Electronic State Structural Anal-

ysis

A direct comparison of the temporal evolution in the S0 and S1 electronic states of

many structural parameters is discussed in this Paragraph. The starting configuation

and velocities for both the simulations are chosen according the procedure described

in the Computational Details Section. Interesting differences and rearrangements of

the structural parameters are observed in the two trajectories, causing the proton

transfer in the excited state with a concerted and almost synchronous mechanism as

already discussed in the Previous Paragraph. We firstly analysed the S1 MD results

making a comparison with the first ps of the ground state simulation in order to

appreciate the differences enforced by the change of the electronic state. We recall

that the same initial coordinates and momenta characterize the two simulations.

In Fig. 2.11 the pair distances temporal evolution of all the atoms involved

in the hydrogen bond network in the excited state simulation (red lines) in com-
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parison with the ones from the first ps ground state trajectory (black lines) are

presented. The inter-molecular oxygen pair distances (top: Otyr-Owat, Owat-

Oser205, Oser205-Oglu222), inter-molecular hydrogen-oxygen (middle: Htyr-Owat,

Hwat-Oser205, Hser205-Oglu222), intra-molecular hydrogen-oxygen (bottom: Otyr-

Htyr, Owat-Hwat, Oser205-Hser205) are shown.

As first evident result it can be recognized that in the excited state simulation the

proton transfer is observed around 720 fs. Although we are referring to the fastest

process (3 ps, the conversion to the unrelaxed anionic form (I∗)), the proton transfer

rate is overstimated in our simulation. The two main reasons for this behavior

are: a) density functional theory generally behaves understimating energy barriers,

b) because of our protein modeling, our MD input structures are near the neutral

(reactant) minimum where the hydrogen bond network involved in the PT reaction

organization is more prepared to react. In spite of this peculiar observed time, we

are still able to clearly observe a different structural dynamics in both the electronic

states and so to investigate the PT mechanism and the role of the protein matrix

on it.

Starting from the intra-molecular hydrogen-oxygen pair distance dynamics, it can

be appreciated that in the excited state their oscillations nature is wider compared to

the ground state ones, suggesting more unstable bonds. This fact is also supported

by the inspection of inter-molecular hydrogen-oxygen pair distances dynamics in

which a broad nature of oscillations is observed in all three cases also this time, and is
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Fig. 2.11: Comparison of network distances (Å) evolution involved in the PT network ob-
tained from B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S0 AIMD (black) and TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) TrjIV S1

AIMD (red). Top: Oxygen-Oxygen distances:Otyr-Owat (top), Owat-Oser205 (middle), Oser-
Oglu(bottom). Middle: Proton-Acceptor units distances: Htyr-Owat (top), Hwat-Oser205 (mid-
dle), Hser-Oglu (bottom). Bottom: Proton-Donor units distances: Otyr-Htyr (top), Owat-Hwat
(middle), Oser205-Hser205 (bottom).
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especially evident for the Hser205-Oglu222 distance. By the inspection of the inter-

molecular oxygen-oxygen distance dynamics a clear shrunk network characterizes

the excited state. The excited state inter-molecular oscillations are confined to

shorter values compared to the ground state ones during the whole trajectory, and

this trend is observed in all the cases. This behavior is particularly evident in

the pair distances involving the water molecule atoms (Otyr-Owat, Owat-Oser205),

suggesting that the chromophore excitation is able to have an echo on the less rigid

and tight part of the network. Regarding the Oser205-Oglu222 pair dynamics, in

some parts of the trajectory the two oxygen atoms approach to closer distances

(under 2.4 Å), in particular around 100 and 350 fs. These results suggest that

forces between the inter-molecular oxygen pairs are different in the two electronic

states, and this fact has an echo on the relative trends. So, the presence of shorter

hydrogen bond network inter-molecular distances in the excited state suggests that

the system can be more suitable for the ESPT reaction. These evidences again go

in the direction of a complex picture of the reaction event because suggest that a

structural rearrangement is taking place after the excitation and that it has a crucial

role in determining the optimal conditions for the reaction.

From such analysis an insight on the ESPT mechanism can be also performed:

the three protons move simultaneously without a partial formation of the product,

and no back reaction takes place. It is also interesting to observe that immedi-

ately after the proton transfer the residues distances become again longer as can be
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seen from the inter-molecular oxygens, suggesting that the tight network was just

preparatory to the reaction.

The comparison of other structural parameters involving both the chromophore

and the hydorgen bond network is performed. This further analysis supports our

thesis that the electronic transition can affect the structural quantities, thus allowing

the gain of the best conditions for the proton transfer. Hence the chromophore N-

C-C-C dihedral angle, the dihedral angle involving the oxyen atoms in the hydrogen

bond network (Otyr-Owat-Oser205-Oglu222), the Hhis148-Otyr distance dynamics

for both the S0 (black lines) and S1 (red lines) MD are shown in Fig. 2.12.

Regarding the chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle a wider range of values

is explored along the S1 MD, it reaches values around -25 degrees while in the

ground state it retains, on average, values centered around 0 degrees for the whole

trajectory. This fact (already analysed in the Previous Paragraph), is clearly shown

by this direct comparison, and is one of the clearest indications of how the excitation

has important consequences on the nuclear dynamics. The two trajectories also

differ in the oscillations nature that appears broader and less regular in the excited

state. As already observed in the other excited state trajectories, also in this one

the N-C-C-C dihedral angle returns to values representative of a rings coplanar

conformation during the ESPT, that are more appropriate to the reaction event. So

once the hydrogen bond network is optimized to favor the proton transfer through

the chromophore rings out-of-plain allowed by the N-C-C-C dihedral angle opening,
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Fig. 2.12: Comparison of distances (Å) and dihedral (degree) angles dynamics, obtained from
B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S0 AIMD (black) simulation and TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) TrjIV S1

AIMD (red). The chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral angle (top) and the dihedral angle of oxygen
atoms involved in the hydrogen bond network Otyr-Owat-Oser205-Oglu222 dynamics (middle) are
shown, respectively. The histidine148 Proton-OTyr pair distance dynamics is also shown (bottom).

this one returns to shorter values to permit the multiple proton transfer.

Hereafter in Fig. 2.12 (middle panel) we analyse the dihedral angle involving the

oxygens of the hydrogen bond network (Otyr-Owat-Oser205-Oglu222). The trend is

similar in both dynamics exploring values between -40 and 20 degrees. Discrepancies

respect to the S0 MD are observed since around 600 fs, indeed in the excited state

values close to the planarity are retained until the ESPT event. This different

behavior in the two electronic states suggests that a coplanar orientation of the
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oxygens belonging to the residues involved in the reaction favors a better multiple

proton transfer. This is a further proof supporting the hypothesis that the different

electronic states can have an echo on the proton network modulated by the protein

matrix. On the other side, as already underlined in the other three excited state

trajectories, no general trends can be recognized for this dihedral angle, but just a

common behavior during the reaction event.

In Fig. 2.12 the comparison of the distance between the histidine hydrogen atom

linked to Nδ and chromkophore phenolic oxygen is shown. It cannot be recognized

a different temporal evolution of this quantity in the two electronic states, although

some differences can be underlined. In both cases the strength of the interaction

is not costant during the time, alternating periods of stronger interaction (around

150 fs and 350 fs) to regions in which it is weaker (until 500 fs) while an increasing

approach of His148 to the chromophore takes place and is retained until the end of

the trajectories. However it can be recognized that since around 150 fs to 400 fs

and since 500 fs until the end of the dynamics, the excited state oscillations explore

shorter ranges of values, suggesting that althugh the temporal evolution is very

similar, a difference in the interaction strength can be recognized. It is not possible

to clarify the indirect role of histidine in the ESPT only on the basis of this analysis,

but thanks to the support of the other trajectories, we can confirm that histidine148

promotes the formation and stabilises the just formed anion.

The results described in this Paragraph are of key importance in unveiling the
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nuclear differences that take place after the excitation. By this direct comparison,

the nuclear differences obtained after the excitation can be directly recognized and

analysed. These differences are the direct proof of the effect that the electronic

excitation has on nuclear dynamics. In this way it is so clear that the protein

environment has a not trivial role in modulating the proton tranfer event.

2.2 Time-Resolved Frequency Analysis of GFP Ab-

Initio Dynamics

For the first time the Continuous Wavelet Analysis is employed to investigate the

photo-reactivity of a molecule. The analysis protocol is deeply discussed in the

Methods Chapter, while in this one all the main results extracted from this analysis

are discussed. The Wavelet Analysis was employed to extract the frequency-domain

based information from the temporal evolution of several ad-hoc chosen structural

parameters in order to disentangle the photo-reactivity in terms of the main acti-

vated motions ruling the ESPT. Thanks to the temporal information, intrinsic of

such procedure, the couplings and the shifts among vibrational bands could be dis-

entangled. Moreover the appearance and disappearance of vibrational bands during

the time could also be catched. The potentiality of this protocol is absolutely un-

derlined because a clear molecular picture of the event could be obtained in this

way, and an understanding of the complex dynamics of the reaction was achieved.

The complexity of the motions activated before and during the proton transfer de-

scribes a scenario that does not simply involve the groups of atoms taking part in
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the reaction, but includes several motions of the whole hydrogen bond network. For

the first time it is recognized that the collective and low frequency motions have a

key role in driving the reaction instead of localized and high frequency ones such

as, for example, intra-molecular O-H stretchings that are of course active during the

reaction event, but do not represent the real promoting motions.

In this Chapter the Wavelet spectra of both structural quantities directly involved

in the reaction (intra and inter-molecular O-H bonds), and parameters indirectly

involved in the reaction are discussed.

2.2.1 The Excited State Proton Shuttle

We obtained and analysed all the pair distances involved in the proton wire, in terms

of Wavelet power spectra, in order to investigate the frequencies temporal evolution

affecting each signal.

In Fig. 2.13 we show the Wavelet power spectra of the intra-molecular (Otyr-

Htyr, Owat-Hwat, Oser205-Hser205) and inter-molecular (Htyr-Owat,Hwat-Oser205,

Hser205-Oglu222) hydrogen-oxygen network pair distances temporal evolution in

both the ground and excited states (the ones discussed in the previous Paragraph).

From the inspection of the 2D Wavelet maps (S0 and S1) of the intra-molecular

pair distances, spectra mainly composed by frequency bands around 3000 cm−1

are found. We simply associated these ones to the stretching modes of the intra-

molecular O-H groups. Many differences between the ground and excited states

could be recognized. First of all, a clear red shift of such bands in the excited state
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Fig. 2.13: 2D Wavelet maps of structural parameters extracted from TrjIV. Top panels: donors
(O-Htyr, O-Hwat, O-Hser205). Bottom panels: acceptors (Htyr66-Owat, Hwat-Oser205, Hser205-
Oglu222). The spectra are calculated for both the ground and excited states.

spectra is observed and this fact strongly supports the hypothesis of a weaker nature

of the intra-molecular O-H bonds after the excitation, as found from the wider

oscillations temporal evolution of O-H distances in the excited state trajectories.

Moreover we found that this result is in excellent agreement with the frequency

values obtained by the anharmonic analysis of the model (discussed later), where
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stretching frequency values of 3329.55, 3098.99, 2533.24 cm−1 in S0 and 3108.10,

2859.14, 2056.07 cm−1 in S1 were found for Otyr-Htyr, Owat-Hwat and Oser205-

Hser205, respectively. The energetic trend among the modes in which Otyr-Htyr is

one appearing at higher frequencies, followed by by Owat-Hwat and Oser-Hser is

also in excellent agreement with the static Hessian based analysis: this behavior is

found also in the Wavelet Analysis. Another important difference is that a different

temporal evolution characterizes such bands in the two electronic states. A more

oscillatory behavior of the O-H vibrational bands in the excited state is observed

during the time, compared to the ground state, and this is particularly evident in

proximity of the proton transfer event. In fact in the excited state the first spectrum

(Otyr-Htyr) shows a clear red shift after 500 fs that increases until the proton transfer

event.

Concerning the inter-molecular hydrogen-oxygen 2D Wavelet maps, we can again

find the bands associated to the intra-molecular O-H stretching modes, although

these are less intense compared with the ones analysed before. Both the Otyr-Htyr

and Htyr-Owat spectra in the excited state show frequency contributions around

1000 and 1500 cm−1, attributed to a coupled Otyr-Htyr bending with a water li-

bration and to the C-O streching of tyrosine ring, respectively, in agreement with

the normal modes analysis. This coupling observed during the PT suggests that the

activation of this normal mode is correlated to the reaction. Regarding the Hser205-

Oglu222 pair, a band around 1500 cm−1 is clearly observed and is attributed to the
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C-O asymmetric stretching mode of glutammic acid (in agreement with the nor-

mal modes analysis), and the same one, although less intense, is also present in the

Oser205-Hser205. The strong activation of this band in the excited state highlights

its active partecipation to the PT event, and this fact is not observed when the

reaction does not take place in the ground state. In the Owat-Hwat and Hwat-Oser

cases the region below 1000 cm−1 becomes deeply populated after the PT reaction.

This area is correlated to collective motions of chromophore, network and water

libration, according to the normal modes analysis discussed later. Also in this case

a different temporal evolution of the bands is found, in agreement with the different

dynamics characterizing the two electronic states.

A crucial difference between the vibrational bands in the two electronic states is

represented by an increase in the population of low frequency vibrational bands in

the excited state spectra. More in detail, in the three intra-molecular O-H spectra

an important intensity increase of vibrational bands under and around 1000 cm−1 is

found after 500 fs, and this feature is absent in the ground state. These bands can

be easily associated to collective motions involving both the chromophore and the

hydrogen bond network. It is an important result because it suggests that before

the reaction it is necessary the activation of collective motions that are preparatory

for the reaction event. So a collective rearrangement takes place and is well-catched

by the Wavelet Analysis. In the ground state inter-molecular O-H spectra, the low

frequency motions are activated during the whole trajectory, while in the excited
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state it is observed an intensity increase after 500 fs of vibrational bands under

1000 cm−1 that is not observed in the ground state. The population of these bands

suggests again the activation of collective motions involving the whole proton wire

and the chromophore as preparatory to the ESPT, in agreement with a discovered

different structural dynamics at the two electronic states. Many parameters such

as inter and intra-molecular hydrogen-oxygen pairs, N-C-C-C dihedral angle and

inter-molecular oxygens dihedral angle present, indeed, different dynamics in the

two electronic states.

In Figs. 2.14 and 2.15, the 2D Wavelet spectra of the intra-molecular O-H pair

distances temporal evolution extracted from TrjI and TrjIII are presented.

Also in these cases vibrational bands associated to the intra-molecular O-H

stretching modes can be recognized. Moreover, in Fig. 2.14 the events happen-

ing after the ESPT can be investigated. In the O-Htyr Wavelet spectrum after 350

fs (when the reaction happens), a vibrational band blue-shifted compared with the

one present at the beginning, can be recognized. This band could be assigned to

the just formed new intra-molecular O-H bond with the water molecule, moreover

the fact that it is blue-shifted compared to the previous one not only suggests that

the O-Htyr bond was weak compared to the new one, but also that the new one is

stronger and so, indirectly, that a back proton transfer reaction is not favored at all.

The same comments can be performed for the O-Hwat Wavelet spectrum: a clear

red shift in correspondence of the ESPT is found while a blue shift characterizes the
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Fig. 2.14: 2D Wavelet maps of O-Htyr, O-Hwat, O-Hser205 pair distance temporal evolution in
TrjI.

vibrational band appearing after the ESPT until the end of the trajectory. Also in

this case the vibrational band appearing after 350 fs can be easily attributed to the

just formed new O-H bond involving the water hydrogen and the Ser205 oxygen. In

the O-Hser case the vibrational band of the O-Hser bond stretching cannot be easily

recognized because it is not so intense. However after the reaction a very intense
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Fig. 2.15: 2D Wavelet maps of O-Htyr, O-Hwat, O-Hser205 pair distance temporal evolution in
TrjIII.

band appears, again assigned to the new O-H bond.

In agreement with the previous dynamics, low frequency motions begin more

intense suggesting an activation of the whole network during the ESPT. This fact is

particularly enhanced in the O-Htyr spectrum, while in the O-Hwat one such modes

remain intense also after the formation of the anionic form. In the O-Hwat spectrum

vibrational bands around 1000 cm−1 and 1500 cm−1 are also intense. These ones
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were assigned to the coupled O-Htyr bending and water libration (the first) and to

the phenolic ring C-O stretching mode (the second). It is very interesting that they

are activated substantially just during the period of time in which the ESPT reaction

takes place. The vibrational band around 1500 cm−1 found in the O-Hser spectrum

is related to the Glu222 asymmetric stretching. Also in this case it appears during

the ESPT. The Wavelet Analysis allowed an instantaneous picture of the molecular

event, and the capability to isolate vibrational bands confined both in the frequency

and in the time domain is a point of crucial importance because we can recognize

the main modes ruling the ESPT.

In Fig. 2.15 the Wavelet spectra of TrjIII O-H intra-molecular distances are

shown. The same dynamics of the previous ones is observed, although in this case

the intra-molecular vibrational bands are less intense. However the main evidence,

that is the low frequency vibrational bands intensity increase, is found also in this

case. So we had another confirmation of our hypotheses about the importance of

low frequency motions activation before and during the ESPT.

These results represent a novel molecular insight in the GFP ESPT investigation,

because it emerges for the first time the fact that the proton transfer is ruled by

motions involving the whole network, and that it cannot be simply described by

photo-acidity or just reduced to a multiple transfer involving only the O-H quantities

through which the proton is transferred.
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2.2.2 The Chromophore Rearrangement Dynamics

In agreement with the philosophy of our research, that was focused to build a com-

plete picture of the GFP ESPT, we investigated structural quantities not directly

involved in the reaction event, such as the chromophore dihedral angle N-C-C-C and

the phenolic C-O and imidazolinone C-N bond distances temporal evolution. The

Wavelet power spectrum for the chromophore dihedral angle N-C-C-C is shown in

Fig. 2.16 for both the ground and excited states. The 3D Wavelet power spectra

show the temporal evolution of the bands and their instantaneous positions clearly.

In the ground state the main frequency band appears around 600 cm−1, coupled

with minor bands on both lower and higher frequencies.

Fig. 2.16: Ground (left) and excited (right) state 3D Wavelet power spectra of N-C-C-C chro-
mophore dihedral angle extracted from TrjIV.

The spectrum appears really different in the excited state, in fact it shows only

one main band centered around 450 cm−1 without couplings with other bands dur-
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ing the time. This absence of couplings is in agreement with the normal modes

analysis in which a more coupled nature of the modes is generally observed in the

ground state while a more separated nature of the modes is observed in the excited

state. The temporal evolution of these frequencies reflects the different dynamics

of this parameter in the two electronic states as shown before, so these frequency

trends confirm the influence of the photo-excitation on the N-C-C-C dihedral angle

dynamics. Its large oscillations allow out-of-plain conformations of the phenolic ring

respect to the imidazolinone plane enforcing the interaction of the O-H phenolic

group with the water molecule and so the following proton tranfer event. This is

in agreement with the hypothesis of Prof. Mathies and co-workers [48] regarding

the key role of the phenolic ring wagging motion (120 cm−1) promoting a stronger

interaction with the water molecule. In the normal modes analysis we actually found

a normal mode around 100 cm−1 mainly composed by the wagging motion of the

phenolic ring. Through the Wavelet transform we could give another important con-

firmation of the structural differences induced by the excitation and so the different

evolution on the respective potential energy surfaces.

This analysis was also performed on other two trajectories, as shown in Figs.

2.17 and 2.18.

The spectrum shown in Fig. 2.17 (TrjI), presents only one vibrational band

centered around 400 cm−1, in agreement with the red shift observed in the previous

one. Moreover an additional red shift takes place after the ESPT, moving the band
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Fig. 2.17: Excited state 3D Wavelet power spectra of N-C-C-C chromophore dihedral angle ex-
tracted from TrjI.

around 300 cm−1. The absence of coupling with other bands is again observed in

agreement with the Hessian based vibrational analysis.

In Fig. 2.18 the N-C-C-C Wavelet power spectrum of the longer trajectory is

presented (TrjIII). Only one main vibrational band can be recognized around 450

cm−1. The convergence of such analyses is an important confirmation and support

to our hypotheses concerning the complexity of the GFP photo-reactivity.

The time-resolved power spectra of the phenolic C-O and imidazolinone C-N

distances belonging to TrjIV are shown as 2D maps in Fig. 2.19.

The investigation of such two parameters was enforced by the FSRS results

of Prof. Mathies and coworkers, indeed they found that after the excitation out-
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Fig. 2.18: Excited state 3D Wavelet power spectra of N-C-C-C chromophore dihedral angle ex-
tracted from TrjIII.

of-phase oscillations characterize such two quantities and also that the oscillation

period was around 280 fs, corresponding to a phenolic ring wagging motion whose

typical frequency is around 120 cm−1. This motion should be responsible of a better

relative orientation of the phenolic ring respect to the water molecule, in order to

find the best orientation for the ESPT [48]. In our Wavelet spectra the main bands

appear around 1500 and 1550 cm−1 and are attributed to the C-O and C-N stretching

modes. A clear out-of-phase trend of these bands is observed during the time and

it is in excellent agreement with Prof. Mathies results.

This analysis was repeated on other two excited state trajectories (TrjI and

TrjIII), as shown in Figs. 2.20 and 2.21.
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Fig. 2.19: 2D maps of phenolic C-O (top) and imidazole C-N (bottom) pair distance temporale
evolution extracted from TrjIV.

First of all, the main vibrational bands are again found in the frequency range

of the C-O and C-N stretching modes. In Fig. 2.20 an out-of-phase oscillation trend

could again recognized for the two stretching bands, however it is observed just until

350 fs. Indeed, after the ESPT no particular trend is found.

On the contrary, the Wavelet spectrum in Fig. 2.21 is characterized by all out-of-

phase oscillations, that propagate for about 1 ps. Of course in this case we could not

have information after the ESPT, but the trend shown for the whole dynamics and
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Fig. 2.20: 2D maps of phenolic C-O (top) and imidazole C-N (bottom) pair distance temporale
evolution extracted from TrjI.

preceding the reaction is again in excellent agreement with Prof. Mathies results.

On the basis of our results and of this important agreement with experimental

findings, we believe that the out-of-phase of the modes on the two different rings

is a consequence of the elecronic density re-distribution after the photo-excitation,

confirming again the strong correlation between electronic excitation and structural

re-organization. Moreover this result has a major importance because is another

confirmation of the great potentiality of the Wavelet Analysis as a powerful intru-

ment for investigation of complex chemical problems.

The Wavelet Analysis of the hydrogen bond between His148 and the phenolic
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Fig. 2.21: 2D maps of phenolic C-O (top) and imidazole C-N (bottom) pair distance temporale
evolution extracted from TrjIII.

ring is presented in Fig. 2.22 for TrjIV.

In this spectrum low frequencies vibrational bands around 600 and 1000 cm−1

that can be assigned to collective motions involving the chromophore ring, are ob-

served. The most interesting thing is the increase of low frequency vibrational bands

since around 600 fs until the end of the trajectory: this is the same trend found in

the intra and inter-molecular O-H pair distances Wavelet spectra analysed before

and clearly demonstrates that the His148 residue is influenced by the proton trans-

fer event. So, this fact underlines and confirms the active role of His148 as one of

the ESPT driving forces, as already found and discussed before in the time-domain
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Fig. 2.22: 2D maps of pair distance temporal evolution extracted from TrjIV. The ESPT takes
place at 720 fs.

based analysis.

2.2.3 GFP Reactant Model Anharmonic Analysis

Anharmonic frequency results in both the ground and excited state of the GFP

neutral model, chosen following the procedure presented in the Methods Chapter,

are discussed. It consists of the chromophore including the Ser65 side chain, the

crystallografic water, Ser205 and Glu222. This analysis was performed in order to

corroborate the results obtained from our simulations, and indeed from this normal

modes analysis we obtained a strong confirmation of the structural analysis from

molecular dynamics trajectories results. So, despite the absence of a statistical sup-

port coming from a reasonable number of molecular dynamics simulations in order

to confirm the results obtained from these trajectories, we obtained a strong agree-
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ment not only with the normal modes analysis but also with the energetic rigid scan

of the chromophore dihedral angle (discussed later). The time-frequency analysis

already supported a different behavior of the protein active site in terms of both

normal modes and structural parameters extracted from dynamics simulations in

the excited state, mainly suggesting advantageous conditions for the proton transfer

reaction.

In particular, we found that some crucial modes involving the chromophore rings

are red-shifted in the excited state and also show a different composition, as can be

observed by an inspection of the displacement vectors depicting the modes shown

in Fig. 2.23.

In the top panels the twisting of the two chromophore rings in the ground (left)

and excited (right) states present a different composition. A wider amplitude of the

displacement vectors and the red shift (56.71 cm−1 S1 vs. 90.80 cm−1 S0) in the

excited state proves a larger conformational freedom of the bridge connecting the

two rings, as a consequence of a redistribution of the electronic density upon the

excitation on this part.

The out-of-plain of the two chromophore rings is shown in the middle panel of

Fig. 2.23 for the ground (left) and excited (right) states. In the excited state it

is red-shifted (100.98 cm−1 vs. 145.99 cm−1 S0) and a minor contribution of the

residues involved in the network is observed compared to the S0 mode. This red

shift goes in the same direction of the results obtained from dynamics simulation,
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Fig. 2.23: Normal modes analysis of the GFP Model involving the chromophore and the residues
involved in the hydrogen bond network performed at at B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) level of theory.Upper
panel: chromophore twisting mode in the ground (left) and excited (right) state. Middle panel:
Chromophore rings out-of-plain in the ground (left) and excited state (right). Lower panel: Col-
lective normal mode mainly involving the hydrogen bond network oxygens in the ground (left) and
excited (right) states.

confirming the characteristic N-C-C-C dihedral angle behavior.

In the bottom panel of Fig. 2.23 we observed for both the ground (left) and the

excited (right) states a mode involving a collective motion of all the atoms in the

hydrogen bond network. Also this time a red shift is observed in the excited state

(116.76 cm−1 vs. 171.78 cm−1 S0). This red shift suggests that the collective motion

of the network residues is energetically favored in the excited state, and this is in
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agreement with lower inter-molecular distances between residues observed in the

excited state trajectories, suggesting a more advantageous condition for the proton

transfer reaction.

In Fig. 2.24 the intra-molecular O-H stretching modes are shown for both the

ground (left panels) and excited (right panels) states.

Fig. 2.24: Normal modes analysis of the GFP Model involving the chromophore and the residues
involved in the hydrogen bond network performed at at B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) level of theory.Top
panel: Ser205 O-H stretching mode in the ground (left) and excited (right) states. Middle panel:
Water O-H stretching mode in the ground (left) and excited (right) state. Bottom panel: Phenol
ring O-H streching mode in the ground (left) and excited (right) states.

Red shift in the excited state is observed for all the O-H stretching modes and

the Oser205-Hser205 one is the larger with a shift value of 477 cm−1. Obviously the
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frequency values of such modes reflect the different nature of the bonds: 3329.55,

3098.99, 2533.24 cm−1 in S0 and 3108.10, 2859.14, 2056.07 cm−1 in S1 for Otyr-

Htyr, Owat-Hwat and Oser205-Hser205, respectively. The O-H stretching of Ser205

appears at 2533.24 cm−1 in the ground state and is accompanied by a water O-H

stretching, as shown on the left side of the upper panel of Fig. 2.24. In the excited

state it shows an important red shift with a frequency value of 2056.07 cm−1 and this

time it is accopanied by a water bending (upper panel, right side) contribution. The

water O-H stretching mode at 3098 cm−1 in the ground state is shown in the middle

panel of Fig. 2.24 on the left side. It involves a minor contribution from tyrosine

O-H and Ser205 O-H stretching. In the excited state (right side) the tyrosine O-H

contribution is larger and a red shift around 239 cm−1 is observed. The tyrosine O-H

stretching is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 2.24 for both the ground (left) and

excited state (right) panel. In the first case it shows a frequency value of 3329.55

cm−1 and it is characterized by a water O-H stretching contribution. In the excited

state it is red shifted of about 221 cm−1 and the water stretching contribution is

enhanced.

The red shift affecting all the analysed modes in the excited state along with

their different composition supports the different dynamics affecting the ground and

excited states, in agreement with our results previously shown. This analysis sup-

ports the MD results overcoming a limited number of excited state trajectories due

to their huge computational cost. The hypothesis of the existence of crucial struc-
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tural differences in the ground and excited states is suggested by both the peculiar

GFP neutral model frequency shifts and the oscillation distance trends of the donors

obtained from the molecular dynamics simulation of the whole protein. The excel-

lent agreement with Wavelet analysis results is also represented by the conserved

relative energy of the intra-molecular O-H stretching bands, that is characterized

by a more energetic O-Htyr stretching frequency, followed by the water O-H and

Ser205 O-H stretching.

2.2.4 Energetic Analysis

In Fig. 2.25 we show rigid potential energy scans of the anionic form of HBDI

chromophore obtained from single point energy calculation for both the ground and

excited states at different values of the chromophore dihedral angle N-C-C-C.

The chosen range includes values between -30 and 30 degrees in order to cover

the wide range of values explored in the excited state protein simulation. These

calculations have been performed employing the same potential of the molecular

dynamics simulations explained in the Methods Chapter.

Concerning the dihedral angle values from -5 to 5 degrees, the same energy values

are found for both the electronic states. For values ranging from -14 to -7 and from

7 to 14 the energy difference grows from 0.18 to 0.78 Kcal/mol and from 0.18 to 0.76

Kcal/mol, respectively. This is more emphasized moving from -16 to -30 and from

16 to 30 degrees indeed in the first case the energy difference increases from 1.14 to

3.89 Kcal/mol and in the second case from 1.83 up to 3.87 Kcal/mol.
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Fig. 2.25: Rigid energy scan of HBDI− gas phase model along the chromophore N-C-C-C dihedral
angle at TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S1 (red) and B3LYP/6-31+g(d,p) S0 (black) level of theory.
The relative energy corresponding to the reference different minima for both the electronic states
are reported in Kcal mol.

These results clearly suggest that in the excited state a wider range of dihedral

angle values is energetically more accessible to the chromophore. It is also qualita-

tively expressed by the shapes of the curves. This result is in excellent agreement

with the ones obtained from our molecular dynamics simulations and vibrational

analysis, indeed the anionic form is favored by wider N-C-C-C dihedral angles in the

excited state. During the simulation, as shown in the excited state trajectories, the

dihedral angle N-C-C-C explores a range of values larger than the one explored in

the ground state suggesting that a major conformational freedom is reached by the

chromophore after the excitation.
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Chapter 3

Polaron Pair Formation in

Oligothiophene Models

In this Chapter the results obtained during my experience abroad, in Professor Xi-

aosong Li Research Group at the University of Washington, will be discussed. The

discussed results were obtained thanks a combined approach based on techniques

developed both in my Research Group and the one of Prof. Li. The Wavelet Analy-

sis was employed for the first time to study the formation and dynamics of charged

transient species such as the polaron pair formation on a oligothiophene model,

moreover this technique was combined with the ab-initio non-adiabatic Ehrenfest

dynamics for the first time. The capability to follow the electronic density propa-

gation permitted by the Ehrenfest dynamics allowed to catch the instantaneously

formed charge separation, while the temporal evolution of some crucial frequencies

was of key importance to monitor the dynamics of such formed transient species,

and it was done by employing the Wavelet Analysis. This study suggested an inter-

esting protocol to treat such class of molecules and the non-equilibrium processes
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characterizing these ones. A molecular insight can indeed be given in this way, and

this is a crucial aspect in the field of photovoltaic because, although their huge num-

ber of applications, it is still lacking a detailed knowledge of how such devices work

at a molecular level. So, on the basis of the promising results, we can believe that

this protocol could be very useful in giving a molecular picture of excited transient

species formation and evolution such as excitons or polarons.

3.1 Results and Discussion

3.1.1 The Polaron Pair Formation and Dynamics in the

Time-Domain

Our study started with a preliminar characterization of the heptamer in terms of

both frequencies and optical properties. Especially the last one was of key im-

portance before starting the Ehrenfest simulation. First of all, the excited state

of interest was prepared by promoting one electron from a selected occupied or-

bital to an unoccupied one in the ground state. Preliminar calculations, performed

by employing LR-TDDFT theory level on the chosen heptamer structure obtained

in agreement with the procedure described in the Methods Section, revealed that

the electronic structure of the photo-excited 3-methylthiophene heptamer could be

described by the dominant HOMO → LUMO transition. Once performed this tran-

sition, a non-stationary electron density that is representative of a coherent super-

position of the ground and excited electronic states of interest is created. These

frontier orbitals, as shown in Fig. 1.6, are delocalized, suggesting that photoexcita-
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tion does not directly lead to instantaneous polaron formation. One has to probe the

interplay between time evolutions of excited electronic wave function and molecular

structure to understand the mechanistic driving force of polaron dynamics.

In order to investigate the polaron formation, it was firstly analysed the oligomer

total dipole moment, that is shown in Fig. 3.1a.

Fig. 3.1: (a) Total dipole moment temporal evolution of 3-methylthiophene heptamer during the
Ehrenfest dynamics. (b) Total dipole moment temporal evolution of 3-methylthiophene heptamer
during the ground state BOMD simulation. Red: instantaneous dipole moment for every ∆te =
0.001fs. Black: time-averaged dipole moment over 5 fs.
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We observed the temporal evolution of the total dipole moment of the photo-

excited state during the Ehrenfest dynamics, collected every electronic time step

(∆te) and time-averaged over every 5 fs. For a two-state system without dissipa-

tion or change in potential energy surface, the excited dipole moment will oscillate

between values of the ground- and excited states with a simple frequency that cor-

responds to the excitation frequency. [111] However, convoluted with the oscillatory

behavior of the dipole in Fig. 3.1a is an underlying trend clearly characterized by

several regions in which the excited-state dipole moment exhibits different signa-

tures. Within 10 fs of the excitation there appears to be an oscillatory behavior of

the time-averaged dipole magnitude between ∼1.8 D and ∼10 D. This oscillatory

behavior stops at ∼12 fs, so concluding the first region of the dipole moment in which

the larger oscillations are observed. At which point a constant dipole moment of

∼5 D is observed and maintained until 30 fs, characterizing the second well-defined

region. After 30 fs a quick decrease of the dipole takes place until around 38 fs.

This event initiates the second long period of time in which the dipole retains, on

average, constant values around 2.5−3 D until 50 fs and represents, at the same

time, the third isolated dipole moment characteristic region. The fourth and final

period is characterized by average oscillations around 2 D that persist until the end

of the dynamics.

The analogous total dipole evolution is reported for the ground state Born-

Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) in Fig. 3.1b. In contrast to the char-
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acteristics of the time-dependent dipole moment in Fig. 3.1b, the ground state

dynamics only gave rise to dipole oscillations between 0.5 D and 2.5 D, simply due

to molecular structural changes. So the analysis of the time-dependent dipole sug-

gested that the excitation is responsible for a charge separated state in the system

that is not observed in the ground state.

The observed periods of dipole plateaus in Fig. 3.1a suggested that electron-hole

pair separation/recombination was temporarily trapped during the exciton-nuclear

dynamics. In this trap state, the charge carriers’ delocalization pathway was blocked,

and the decay of time-dependent dipole was quenched. This could only arise from

structural deformations induced by the charge carrier dynamics, creating short-lived

exciton-vibrational trap states, or polarons. In other words, we have observed the

signature of polaron formation in Fig. 3.1a. At this point the main question was

to understand which one could be the driving force that underlies the formation of

such short-lived polarons.

Fig. 3.2 plots the time-evolutions of dipole components from the exciton-nuclear

dynamics (Fig. 3.2a) and the ground state dynamics (Fig. 3.2b). As shown in

Fig. 3.2b, all three dipole components from the ground state dynamics do not show

significant changes. In contrast, in the exciton-nuclear dynamics (Fig. 3.2a), a dom-

inant contribution from the dipole component along the polymer chain (x direction)

was found, compared to the other two components (dipole along the shortest axis

in the polymer plane, y, and the out-of-plane axis, z ). As the main contribution
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Fig. 3.2: (a) Time evolution of dipole moment components of 3-methylthiophene heptamer during
the Ehrenfest dynamics. (b) Time evolution of dipole moment components of 3-methylthiophene
heptamer during the BOMD simulation.

to the total dipole moment, the time-dependent characteristics of the x component

followed the trend observed in Fig. 3.1a, i.e. periods of dipole plateaus. However

a careful comparison of the time-dependent x, y and z components revealed that

changes in x component were synchronized with the slow profile oscillations of the

y and z components. This fact suggested that the polaron formation may be a

result of structural changes along the y and z directions, i.e. the polymer backbone
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out-of-plane motion.

The dipole analyses suggested that polaronic states could be formed after the

excitation, as we just demonstrated. However, especially through the dipole com-

ponents analysis, it seemed clear that we could obtain a more detailed molecular

description of the polaron dynamics by a structural analysis. The interesting trends

of the y and z dipole components clearly indicated that the different zones in which

the charge is trapped were correlated to a different contribution of such two compo-

nents. In other words it seemed that when there is some structural rearrangement,

for example in terms of out-of-plain motions, the polaron dynamics changes, and this

is a very important result because not only directly connects the polaron formation

and dynamics with the nuclear dynamics, but also opens a another perspective for

the investigation of such species in terms of nuclear dynamics, despite the very short

time scale that characterizes such species.

3.1.2 Different Length Oligomers Excited State Investiga-

tion

The excited states of other oligomers were investigated by the Ehrenfest dynamics.

In particular the trimer and pentamer models, presented in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4,

were analysed.

It was very interesting to find substantial differences in both these models and

also compared to the heptamer. Like the heptamer, also these systems were modeled

with methyls side chains instead of hexyl chains, in order to reduce the computational
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Fig. 3.3: The 3-methylthiophene trimer model.

Fig. 3.4: The 3-methylthiophene pentamer model.

cost. From the performed Ehrenfest dynamics we extracted the temporal evolution

of the total dipole moment and its components for both the systems.

In Fig. 3.5 the trimer total dipole moment averaged every 5 fs and collected for

555 fs, is presented. A clear difference of the dipole dynamics compared to the hep-

tamer, is found. An important sudden increase until reaching values of 7 D, starting

from initial values araund 2 D, is observed in less than 10 fs after the excitation. In

agreement with the heptamer dynamics, also in this case the hypothesis of a charged
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Fig. 3.5: Total dipole moment temporal evolution of 3-methylthiophene trimer during the Ehren-
fest dynamics time-averaged over 5 fs.

transient species formation is confirmed, however crucial differences with the hep-

tamer are found. An ultrafast decrease of the dipole magnitude is observed. More

in detail, after the sudden increase, after about 20 fs the first decrease takes place,

causing the dipole to oscillate around 4.5 D. This value is retained for about 20 fs,

indeed since around 40 fs it started decreasing again, reaching values around 3.5 D.

Then, a continuous decrease takes place until 250 fs when, apart a localized increase

around 450 fs, it retains values around 1.5 D until the end of the trajectory. The

dipole behavior found in the trimer suggests that although the polaron formation

takes place, as proved by the huge total dipole magnitude increase, it is not able to
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survive, indeed a constant decrease takes place after 20 fs. This trend can be easily

assigned to the small size of the oligomer because the charge sepatation that takes

place after the excitation cannot spead along the chain because of its small length,

so it quickly recombines causing a fast decrease of the dipole moment and of course

determining an ultrafast life of the polaron.

Fig. 3.6: Time evolution of dipole moment components of 3-methylthiophene trimer during the
Ehrenfest dynamics.

Taking a look on the dipole components (Fig. 3.6), as already happened in the

heptamer model, also in this case the component mostly increased after the excita-

tion is the one running along the oligomer chain (i.e. the x component). A very

fast increase, reaching values larger than +10 and -10 D characterizes its tempo-
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ral evolution, and the very fast decrease, starting after 20 fs like the total dipole

moment, takes place. Concerning the y component (the one along the shorter side

of the molecule), its oscillations are almost centered around constant values span-

ning around 1 D and so particular trends or changes in this kind of oscillations

can be recognized. However it is more interesting the z component behavior: al-

though it shows oscillations centered around constant values, it also exhibits some

small regions during the time in which it deviates from the average values, such as

around 120 fs and 340-350 fs. It is interesting to notice that around 120 fs there

is a change in the slope of the total dipole moment decrease, while around 340 fs

it stops decreasing and starts oscillating around almost constant values. This re-

sults is really interesting because is an important proof of the important role of the

nuclear dynamics on the polaron dynamics destiny: the z axis represents indeed

the molecule out-of-plain, so indicating that changes in the rings conjugation can

importantly affect the electronic dynamics. Moreover, comparing these results with

the ones obtained from the heptamer, another important finding is that the chain

length strongly influences the polaron evolution. So in terms of optimization of such

systems for practical applications it must be taken into account how much is impor-

tant their length in changing and improving the device performances. At the same

time the rings conjugation is also crucial in determining the polarons recombination

velocity.

In Fig. 3.7 the pentamer total dipole moment averaged every 5 fs and collected
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Fig. 3.7: Total dipole moment temporal evolution of 3-methylthiophene pentamer during the
Ehrenfest dynamics time-averaged over 5 fs.

for 108 fs, is shown. The formation of a charge separated state is observed also in the

pentamer model, however a very different behavior compared to the trimer model

is found: characteristic regions can be easily recognized during the time unlike the

trimer dipole ultrafast decay. In this case the dipole increase is not instantaneously

observed after the excitation, on the contrary, starting from values around 3.5 D

it retains a very short plateau around 4 D, then it starts increasing until reaching

values of 7.5 D around 18 fs. From this first region the dipole starts decreasing since

about 18 fs, and around 25 fs its decrease stops at 4.5 D. The second region is opened

with another small increase of the dipole, reaching values around 5 D, retained until
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40 fs when a most important decrease takes place driving the dipole to values of 1

D at 50 fs. Then it increases again, opening the third region, since 50 until 60 fs,

when the dipole reaches and almost retains until the end of the trajectory, values

around 2.5 D. These evidences suggest and confirm the influence of the chain length

on the polarons dynamics as already found by the comparison of the trimer results

with the heptamer ones. An increase in the oligomer length of just two monomeric

units, drastically changed the polaron dynamics.

Fig. 3.8: Time evolution of dipole moment components of 3-methylthiophene pentamer during
the Ehrenfest dynamics.

The dipole components temporal evolutions are shown in Fig. 3.8. The dipole

component mostly contributing to the total dipole increase in the x one, for which
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almost the same oscillations of the total dipole are found. Concerning the other two

components, it is interesting to observe that around 25 fs, in concurrence with the

total dipole decrease, there is a deviation of the z component from its average values,

a similar trend is found around 40 fs when it again deviates from the previously

assumed values in corrispondence of the total dipole moment important decrease.

More interestingly, such deviations are always related to an out-of-phase oscillation of

such component with the y one, indeed apart these ones, the two component almost

oscillate together until 60 fs. After 60 fs there is a regular and almost retained out-

of-phase oscillation trend until the end of the trajectory and this happens when, on

the other side, the total dipole moment retains constant values since 60 fs.

The crucial role of the nuclear dynamics is again confirmed, as clearly shown in

the dipole moment components behavior, suggesting that the out-of-plain motions of

the molecule during the time strongly affect the polaron dynamics. In the pentamer

case, like in the heptamer, clear periods of time can be recognized in which the dipole

decreases in a stepwise way. This fact represents the evidence of the necessity to

employ longer chains to allow the polaron formation and an its longer life, moreover

in this contest, the modulation of the inter-rings conformation must be taken into

account.

3.1.3 Excited State Nuclear Dynamics Investigation

So the polaron formation can be observed by monitoring both the charge carrier and

structural parameters’ evolution during the excited state dynamics. On the basis
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of such results, it was interesting to understand in detail the molecular properties

that determine the driving force that creates these polaron states. First of all, we

decided to monitor a key parameter in determining the rings coplanarity in order to

search for a correlation between excitonic dynamics observed in Fig. 3.1a and the

molecular structural dynamics.

Fig. 3.9: Time evolution of S-C-C-S dihedral angles of 3-methylthiophene heptamer during the
Ehrenfest dynamics.

The stepped decay in the extent of charge separation following the photoexcita-

tion could be interpreted in light of structural reorganizations when both analyses

are performed in the time domain. Fig. 3.9 shows the time-evolution of the oligomer

intermolecular dihedral angles S−C−C−S, which measure the degree of planarity
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of the system, in the excited state Ehrenfest dynamics. The temporal evolution of

all the six dihedral angles is shown in Fig. 3.9b. Close examination of Fig. 3.9b

reveals a strong correlation of motion between the dihedral dynamics and that of

dipole moment observed in Fig. 3.1a.

In greater detail, the dihedral angle 6−7 after the first 20 fs approaches planarity.

Starting from values around 125 degrees, it reaches values of 140 degrees that are

retained for a period of about 30 fs. Later it gradually returns to its initial value.

This structural trend is correlated to the 4−5 dihedral angle, but in this case the

behavior is the opposite. The 4−5 dihedral starts from values more close to planarity

of the two rings (165 degrees), and begins to deviate from planarity after 20 fs

approaching to values around 140 degrees. It exhibits the same dynamics of the

6−7 dihedral angle, in this case retaining the same value for about 30 fs. Such a

concurrence of dihedral angle motions created step-wise localization of charges as

the out-of-plane vibrations broke the conjugation between adjacent monomer rings.

The dynamics of these two dihedral angles also closely correlates with the step-wise

trend found for the dipole moment behavior. The regions isolated in this analysis

are in agreement with the stepwise behavior of the dipole moment, and go in the

direction of a direct connection between polarons and nuclear dynamics. One can

also observe correlations between the step-wise dipole dynamics and other dihedral

angle motion. For example, the 5−6 dihedral angle shows almost constant values

around -145 degrees, but after 50 fs it starts deviating from planarity until reaching
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values around -130 degrees. This motion correlates to the generation of the last

step-wise dipole moment in Fig. 3.1a.

The direct connection between the charge separation and structural rearrange-

ments suggested that the formation of a polaron pair is associated with the out-of-

plane motion of the polymer backbone dynamics. This is understandable because

the conjugation and electron delocalization strongly depend on the planarity of the

structure. The out-of-plane motions can trap the exciton and prevent it from freely

recombining/diffusing. When the planarity of adjacent monomers deviates from

ideal conjugated structure, time-evolving electron density can be trapped in a few

monomer rings, and polarons are formed and quickly decay with a lifetime of ∼10

fs.

3.1.4 The Polaron Formation in the Frequency Domain

Apart the role of structural rearrangements as driving force of polaron formation

in organic polymer, their dynamics can be investigated also by the analysis of in-

tramolecular parameters such as the the C-C bonds. The Wavelet Analysis is the

precious instrument that allows to follow the temporal evolution of the vibrational

bands associated to such quantities in order to investigate possible shifts during the

time. Through this analysis we showed that the polaron dynamics can be monitored

also through the peculiar trends of vibrational bands evolution during the time and

the capability to obtain this information is of key importance in the study of such

excited state processes. The Wavelet spectra reveal if shifts of such bands take
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place because of the polaron pair formation. In Fig. 3.10 the Wavelet spectra of

the C1−C2 and C3−C4 bonds belonging to ring 7 are shown (the labels used for

the C−C bonds are those shown in Fig. 1.5). The Wavelet spectrum is presented

in a two-dimensional plot, where the temporal evolution of the vibrational band is

retained as can be seen from the temporal axis that allows resolution of both the

main frequency bands and their shifts in time.

In Fig. 3.10a the main vibrational band is the one centered around 1500 cm−1

and can be simply assigned to the C−C stretching motion. At around 50 fs this

band undergoes a blue shift, suggesting that additional electron density localizes on

this bond around that time. It is also probable that this vibrational band contains

also other contributions arising from other molecular motions, but it is so difficult

to catch and to isolate each contribution because of the very short time of sampling

that causes such a very broad vibrational band. Anyway, an important result is

otained: despite the short trajectory, we are able to observe the effect of the polaron

formation in the frequency domain, indeed we catch the ultrafast blue shift on a

time scale lower than 100 fs, revealing the absolute power of the Wavelet Analysis

as a precious instrument in the investigation of ultrafast processes.

Comparing this spectrum with that of Fig. 3.10b a different trend is found.

In this case the C−C bond motions are strongly influenced by another vibrational

band centered around 1000 cm−1, which can be assigned to collective motions of

the rings. A less intense band around 1500 cm−1 is found and could be assigned to
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Fig. 3.10: (a) Wavelet power spectra of the C1−C2 bond distance temporal evolution during the
Ehrenfest dynamics. (b) Wavelet power spectra of the C3−C4 bond distance temporal evolution
during the Ehrenfest dynamics.

the intramolecular C-C stretching. In this case a red shift is observed during the

time, so suggesting a depletion of electronic density. Also in this case the simple

assignment of the band centered around 1500 cm−1 just to the C-C bond stretching

seems an approximation, other frequencies contribution could reasonably be present

in this band, such as the stretching of other C-C bonds that, unfortunately, cannot
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be easily disentangled.

These results suggest that during the time regions in the molecule in which the

electronic density is locally and instantaneously localized can be recognized. So

this investigation represents another possible way to follow the polaron dynamics,

because it can be easily followed in the frequency domain and the polaron can be

directly monitored.

Our results are in agreement with time-resolved Raman spectra in which shifts

of the C−C vibrational bands are associated to the presence of polaron pairs in the

polymer, [83] making the vibrational analysis of such bands an important instrument

to investigate the polaron pair formation and dynamics and, more importantly, make

the Wavelet Analysis crucial to make connections with experimental results.
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Conclusions and Perspectives

This Ph.D. Project introduced and validated an innovative and powerful protocol

to analyse a huge number of chemical processes at non-equilibrum conditions: the

Wavelet Analysis, demonstrating the possibility to make a generalization of this

approach for several different systems. The Wavelet Analysis is a precious instrument

to disentangle the complex dynamics of the GFP ESPT or the formation of polaron

pairs in an oligothiophene model. The molecular insight given by us on the studied

processes was allowed by the knowledge of the temporal evolution of the molecular

motions ruling the investigated dynamics: the atomistic time scale has been followed

with a real time resolution. This was the main goal reached by us: the knowledge,

with a microscopic detail, of the complexity that, of course, characterizes complex

molecular events.

Regarding the GFP study, it was based on a deep structural investigation mainly

focused on the ESPT reaction mechanism and, more importantly, its driving forces.

Here different rearrangements in the ground and excited states were found when we

analysed crucial parameters related to the chromophore and to the most important

residues. These results suggested an almost structural-controlled ESPT more than
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a chromophore photoacidity driven process. Despite the system complexity and the

huge computational cost we were able to perform a study almost focused on the

mechanism more than on the kinetics, we were able to observe structural changes of

the chromophore,the residues involved in the reaction and also of His148 in the ex-

cited state dynamics compared to the ground state, and we were also able to identify

crucial parameters favoring the ESPT. The role of the protein matrix, investigated

with such a fine analysis, and the importance of spectators residues, is affirmed here

for the first time.

We also investigated the ESPT mechanism, that we found to be concerted and

asynchronous, in good agreement with the theoretical-computational work of Ven-

drell and co-workers based on an EVB approach [57] performed on a model system

composed of the chromophore (without the Ser65 side chain) and the residues di-

rectly involved in the reaction. However in our case it was more difficult to assert

that the first proton transfer was the one between the Ser205 and Glu222 residues,

as they suggest, because of the complex dynamics of the proton donors and accep-

tors distance trends in proximity of the PT event. Zhang and co-workers [56] also

proposed a theoretical study but this time focused on the PT reaction mechanism in

the ground state, proposing a concerted mechanism instead of a stepwise one. They

worked on a model system in which a deep theoretical investigation of the main

chromophore forms involved in the reaction was performed.

In our results structural rearrangements of the chromophore and of the main
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residues involved in the reaction to accomodate the PT are observed. The crucial

role of structural re-organization brings into serious question the hypothesis of a

substantially photoacidity driven proton transfer.

Our study aimed to investigate the whole system, that we believe to be necessary

to understand the molecule behavior, through a high level theoretical-computational

point of view based on ab-initio molecular dynamics simulations for the first time

perfrmed on the whole GFP to unveil the ESPT mechanism and coupled with the

Wavelet Analysis to deeply investigate the main interesting physical quantities ob-

tained from the trajectories. This promising analysis allowed us to reatain the

temporal information of the signals and to investigate the istantaneous frequency

contributions involved in the ESPT.

The obtained results on GFP were also in excellent agreement with Prof. Mathies

hypothesis of a necessary strctural re-organization before the reaction. Also rear-

rangements involving the residues belonging to the hydrogen bond network were

observed suggesting, as also Van Tohr hypothesized, that the different strength of

the hydrogen bonds is crucial for the PT reaction.

Regarding the study on the formation of polaron pairs and their dynamical evolu-

tion in the heptamer model, for the first time a combined approach of first-principles

exciton-nuclear dynamics and Wavelet Analysis was employed to track the real-time

formation of a polaron pair with excellent performances of the WT. The dynamical

evolution of the polaron pair was monitored, characterizing both in a qualitative
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and quantitative way the charge changes upon the excitation.

Further evidence for the polaron formation were provided by the closely corre-

lated charge carrier and structural dynamics. In particular, the correlation between

the step-wise decay of time-dependent dipole and the dynamics of S−C−C−S di-

hedral angles suggested that the formation of a polaron pair was modulated by the

out-of-plane motion of the polymer backbone dynamics. When the planarity of ad-

jacent monomers deviates from ideal conjugated structure, time-evolving electron

density can be trapped in a few monomer rings, forming a polaron.

Utilizing the Wavelet analysis method allowed to give a spectroscopic point of

view on the phenomena taking place during the polaron dynamics. The exciton-

nuclear dynamics was indeed also studied through the time-resolved vibrational

spectra of some of the C−C bonds of the system using the multiresolution Wavelet

Analysis to resolve their non-equilibrium temporal signals. We followed the polaron

dynamics through the blue or red shifts characterizing the C−C bonds vibrational

bands temporal evolution, giving this insight for the first time. The Wavelet Anal-

ysis results strongly suggested that the polaron pair dynamics can be monitored by

structural parameters and also by spectroscopic investigations that are sensitive to

the temporal evolution of these geometric deformations. Both the shifts of these

vibrational bands and the inter-ring rearrangements were correlated to the polaron

pair dynamics as also suggested by experimental results. [77,81,83]

Finally, we can affirm that the Wavelet Analysis is a promising method to anal-
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yse stationary and non stationary time series of chemical interest. The capability

to localize frequencies in time, the versatility toward different kind of signals are

among the main advantages of the Wavelet protocol, that showed to be a powerful

instrument for both the equilibrium and especially for non equilibrium analysis. In

conclusion, the protocols proposed in this work show very low barriers in terms of

potentialities and applications.

The main goals were reached, demonstrating, at the end, that it is the time, the

dynamics of an event to tell us the molecule story more than the molecule its self.

Maybe, something similar could be deduced by the Salvador Daĺı The Persistence

of Memory.

Fig. 3.11: The Persistence of Memory Salvador Daĺı(1931).
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